Can 11a es
By Mark Bolotin
The three candidates for the
Undergraduate Association President met with The Tech's Board
of Directors in an informal press
conference Sunday afternoon. Each
of the candidates spoke for about
five minutes, then answered questions put forth by the members
of the Board.
Bob lorvitz
Bob Horvitz '68 spoke first and
directed his remarks to some
projects which would be coming
up in the next year. He noted, in
particular,, academic reformns,
such as the extension of reading
period and the institution of a
pass-fail system for seniors. Continuing to discuss academic reforms, Bob emphasized that he
would like to see "increased
liberalization .

.

restmenvlvdnthe aIT
more involved in the activities of
some of the feedback groups.
Rick Karash
Rick Karash '68, who followed
Bob, placed primary emphasis on
"communications, relations between living groups, and the wide
separation between the academic
community and the residence
community."
To solve the communications
problem, Rick suggested that
Inscomm try to get better feedback from the students and the
various house committees. Improved feedback could be achieved
[Please turn to page 7)

dormitory rush, coordination of
activities, and feedback.
Role of Inscomm
Bob completed his talk with an
explanation of his views on the
role of Inscomm, which he considered a "forum for discussion
.

. environment . . . education

. . . anything that affects any
undergraduates should be discussed."

Specific goals which he suggested for Insconm included increased activity by the Committee on Student Environment, continuation of conferences, and attempts to get Insconem members

. through effec-

tive feedback."
Another problem Bob foresaw
for the comning year was that of
improving dormitory-fratermity relations. He considered this to be
one of the more touchy projects
with most of the difficulties
arising in the areas of a possible

DoS oevsky work
to be discussed
in $ relsky tak
Mrs. Katherine Strelsky will
present a study of "The Riddle
of Dostoevsky's 'Idiot' Monday at
8 pm in the Hayden Library
Lounge. The lecture is being sponsored by the Course XXI Society.
Dostoevsky's work has been a
lifelong study for Mrs. Strelsky.
This year she hopes to complete
a major book, called 'Dostoevsky
and the False Myth.' The book
will be focused largely on 'The
Idiot,' and will offer a radically
new interpretation of this novel.
Mrs. Strelsky is doing the first
English translation of Dostoevsky's
notebooks for 'The Idiot.' Much
new material has come to light
from this study to substantiate a
re-evaluation of 'The Idiot,' as
being crucial to an understanding
of the novels that follow it. Mrs.
Strelsky's new and perhaps controversial insights should affect
the present understanding of Dostoevsky as a thinker and an artist, and justify an even higher
place for him in the history of literature.
Mrs. Strelsky's lecture will be
the first public presentation of
her new material.
Mrs. Strelsky has worked on
the editorial staffs of both "Isis"
and "Daedalus," and has served
as executive editor of the American Council of Learned Societies.
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r e s u 1t s from dissatisfaction
among the users of the facility
of three interrelated problems.
.Three conflicts
These are: competition for
funds among the various research
accelerators in this country, the
methods to be used in the graduate education of the next generation of physicists, and the place
of research in an academic environment.
The CEA is funded by the AEC,
and jointly administered by MIT
and Harvard. At present, it has
been described as "the largest
laboratory -

for

regardleSs of CIA

As controversy rises over the
recent disclosure that the National Student Association (NSA) has
been receiving financial backing
from the Central Intelligence
Agency, MIT prepares to decide
whether or not it should rejoin
the Association.
At a Friday, February 17, press
conference the NSA pledged to
break its ties with the CIA,
admitting at the same time its
members had gathered intelligence for the Agency. Other CIANSA relationslhps were also disclosed.
Scholarships were provided by
the CIA for overseas representatives, and "clandestine salary
supplements" were given to some
NSA officers and staff workers.
It was also noted by Gene Groves,
president of the NSA that about
eighty per cent of the Association's annual budget came from
CIA funds. The CIA has been
supporting the NSA since early
in 1950, supplying about two hundred thousand dollars each year.
Deferments obtained
The CIA "did occasionally assist in obtaining (draft) deferments" for some officers and
staff of the NSA. The draft disclosure came after a statement
from Rep. Robert W. Kastenmeier, (D-Wis.), who said that
ihe had information that top officers of the NSA automnatically received a 2A occupational deferment.
Tues., Feb. 21, 1967 Five Cents NSA representatives have been
used by the CIA to gam access
0
to the trust and confidence of in-

Director of CEA resigns
0in
conflict over research
By Carson Agnew
Dr. M. Stanley Livingston, Director of the Cambridge Electron
Accelerator, has handed in his
resignation from that post, ef-

thintiof new NSA unt

dividuals active in international

10-man executive committee, six
ofw-fnbs members are scientists.
These six, as the Scientific Committee, make the decisions relating to research goals and prioriUes.

Livingston says he is resgning
(Please ttrn to Page 7)

rane

student movement.
NSA "duped" by CIA
According to Sam Brown, a
Harvard Divinity student and
Chairman of the ten-member National Supervisory Policy Board
of NSA, "people were duped into
the relationship with the CIA, a
relatiuship .ftn w.hich
.
+there s
no way out." Past officers of the
student organization, however,

oviln

oiNn a
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pmens

viewed the disclosure with no surprise, indicating that they knew
what was happening all along,
and that they saw the CIA as just
another funding source. Many
past officers agreed with the
statement made by W. Dennis
Shaul NSA president, 1962-63, who
observed that "it is preposterous
to say we were coerced into
tadking the money . . . Most people
thought it was a good idea."
MIT a founding member
When the NSA was founded in
1947, MIT was one of the original
members. MIT remained a member of the organization for twelve
years, finally voting to sever
affiliations in early November,
1959. The major reasons for the
disaffiliation was that the MT
delegates to the NSA Congress
and the Institute Committee felt
that the NSA was not living up
to its purpose as stated in its
constitution-to be concerned with
matters pertinent to "students in
their role as students."
NSA neglect U.S. students
Inscom felt that the Association was so concerned with legislation on an international level
that it neglected the American
college student. For this reason
Inscorn
felt that it could no
longer derive benefits from NSA,
that it was wasting its time and
its one thousand dollar dues and
conference fees. At that time an

(Please turn to Page 3)

UAP debate
A debate will be held among the
three UAP candidates, Bob HIorvitz '68, Richard Karash '68, and
George Phillies '68, in the Sala de
Puerto Rico of the. Student Center,
tomorrow at 7.30 pm. The format
wvill consist of a five minute basic
policy speech by each candidate
followed by question and answer
period: - questions by the audienc modeate byS
1swjjTT ) Fralr
March '67. All interested are
urged to attend.
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scholars - at Harvard," by
Livingston.
The machine is headed by a

UN necessary factor

Wiesner lists suggested steps
to lead to wodd disarmam t
(Thisis thelast in a series of
three articles about Dr. Jerome
B. Wiesner, Provost of MT, and
his thoughts about disarmament.)
By John Foran

"Is it possible to be serious
about disarmament in the reality
of today's world?" Dr. Jeromae B.
Wiesner discussed that question
in a talk presented in Washin
to the National Assembly of
World Federalists and in heaings
before the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations. An article on
this subject will appear in this
week's Saturday Review.
. Wisner chaired, the White
House Panel on Arms Control and
Dsarmaxnent, which recommended measures constuted with
tle, tr --.
m-er guideline discussed

earlier

in

this

series.

Despite criticism for incomprehensive reports, the panel felt

that they were as comprehensive
as possible and could only suggest
measures that could constitute a
beginning.
Blamed 'on Vietam
And yet no one was rushing to
install even the modest suggestions of the panel. "While some
people, including the Soviet delegate to the Geneva Disarmament
Conference, blamed the lack of
disarmament activity on the Vietnam war," said Dr. Wiesner, "I
do not think the degree of genuine
coMmitment to disarmament has
changed very much, nor that it
was ever adequate to the need."
Part of the disarmament prob
lean can be viewed as a problem
of computer technology, as a
UAUA of trial-and-error. Dr.
Wiesner compared society to a
giant learning machine and set
(Please turn to Page 3 )

The truck and camper demolished by the crane (left) belonged to Professor Montgomery of the
Department of Management. The camper contained computer programs on which Professor
Montgomery has worked for the last two years. A "bird's eye view" from the Hermann Building shows the crane and the fallen boom in the Sloan parking lot.
The Sloan parking lot was the last week and work with the towscene of a construction accident er crane was done.
Gust of 80 mph
Thursday morning when a huge
The crawler crane was being
seven ton boom used on the East-

gate Apartment Building was
blown- down {by strong winds.
Several cars parked there were
demolished.
The three hundred foot boom
was attached to a crawler-type
crane which was stationed between Eastgate and the Herman
Building, facing Wadsworth st.
It was beuig, used to remove
section by section the horizontalcounterbalanced
tower
crane
perched on top of the building.
The building itself was finished
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so that the top end reached some
three feet into the sidewalk on
Main st. Ten cars and a pick-up
truck with a camping fixture

L ¶JL
-1

when a sudden gust of wind estimated at eighty miles an hour
lifted the boom over a point behind the cab and started its fall.
Pete Rode, who witnessed the incident from the Dewey library,
said that the crane was "inclined
at seventy to seventy-five degrees.
Then it began to move slowly
back up towards ninety degrees.
It passed ninety degrees and then
a cable snapped. It then began
to fall very rapidly."
The boom fell diagonally across
the Sloan parking lot all the way

injuries or near-injuries occurred.

Computer programs destroyed
The truck and camper were
owned by Professor David B.
Montgomery of the Department
of Management. Contained within the camper were boxes of IBM
punch cards with numerous computer programs on which Professor' Montgomery had been working for the past two years. TMere
were eight full and two partiallyfull boxes of such cards. Some
were damaged, but most of them
were salvagable.
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Design it yourself...

NEW~200-WAT
Betti Light
Better Sulght ,
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Fabulouus new pen.

To Fit Your Space and Needs
So -easy...

STUDY LAMP
Not a ball pen, not a fountain pen, the Touche ii W s
a brand new kind of pen with a new kind of tipParker's Fibex Tip that lets you write as bold as yo
think!
The Touch6 is refillable. You'll be using it for
years instead of paying for a whole new pen every
time you run out of ink. it uses regular Parker Quink
cartridges now available in nine different colors.
Try Parker's new Touch--the Fibex Tip pen. In
your choice of three point sizes: fine, medium and
broad. It's the strong, bold, smooth-as-silk way I
to write.

You don't have to be an engineering major to
design and assemble your own bookcases, roomdividers, or TV and Hi-Fi units with Erecta-Sheif.

APPROVLR
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So econo0micaml

i

It's fun

. . .

simple . . practical and inexpensive!

By combining just 4 panel sizes in satin black
or gleaming brass wrought iron, there's no limit to
the number of arrangements you can design to fit
your space and needs. Note that straight panels can
Ibe used horizontally or vertically... and horizontal
panels may be attached at any desired height on the
vertical panels.

Here's high-level lighting, fully diffused
and glare-free, for seeing faster and
effortlessiy. Compact, crisp design
in attractive decorator colors.
Durable, washable polypropylene
shade. Height 22",
shade diameter 14".

E
3

EASY TO ADD TO OR TAKE APART

Anytime you wish to make your unit taller,
longer or deeper simply add more Erecta-Shelf panels
*..

. or change the arrangement completely. It's a

cinch to disassemble for moving too.
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THE TECH COOP
84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Free Parking . . . On Saturdays at 3 spacious park-

ing areas adjacent to the Student Center.

'Learning-rmachine

MIT rea{filiafion wimh NSA

Socetfy'

Panel asks peace forces
(Continued from Page 1)
some conditions on it: (1) it should
be able to carry out experiments
rapidly and simultaneously; (2)
channels of communication should
provide rapid and accurate messages, so that difficulties can be
quickly transmitted; (3) 'errordetection systems must be sensitive enough to detect malfunctions early; and (4) only small
risks should be involved in any
single step or experiment.
Fitting the model
The steps that would be workable with that type of model
would have to be separately negotiable, to require no inspection,
and to represent steps toward a
safer world. The recommendations included:
For the United Nations: "the
creation of a UN peace force
composed of a stand-by force recruited from member nations; a
UN elite force of 2000 men; a
strengthened Peace Observation
Corps available to the SecretaryGeneral; regional and worldwide
non-aggression pacts; a n d t h e
development of a legal foundation
strong enough to support the
peacekeeping

financial support could be appropriated from military budgets.
Non-proliferationOn nuclear weapons: "a nonproliferation pact; pledges by the
nuclear powers not to attack or
threaten-to attack a non-nuclear

nation; defense guarantees for
non-nuclear nations; a U.S.-British-Soviet treaty to cease production of nuclear materials; and the
creation of nuclear-free zones in
Latin America, Africa, and the
Near East." The non-proliferation, though, holds top priority.
On European security: a nonaggression pact between NATO
and the Warsaw Pact Organization; a U.S. effort "to ensure
that measures to improve Western
security do not result in the creation of new nuclear forces"; and
an exploration of the possibility
of "steps which would help lead
to Germaan reunification."
Limiting delivery capability
On the total weapons race: the
"limiting (of) the strategic delivery capabilities. on both sides,
(including) a freeze on the
number of delivery vehicles, followed by a cut. . . and a mora-

torium on the deployment of antiballistic-missile defense systems."
In the arms race among underactivities." Needed developed nations: the U.S. should

consifdered. afer 8 years

(Continued from Page 1)
seek "to have controls established
over the traffic in arms," to get eight to four majority agreed that
agree- NSA had failed at MIT, not beregional- non-acquisition
cause MIT officials were ineffecsupervised
"US
to
get
ments and
tive, but because the Association's
acquisale
and
about
agreements
attitude was wrong.
sition."
A UN monitoring system should The 1959 discontent began when
be established. The major powers NSA made resolutions on national
should "provide security for the and international issues without
less-developed nations," as super- a majority representation from
vised by the establishment of UN American college students. At the
time of disassociation, it was sugpeacekeeping procedures.
gested that MIT might wait and
Thus the strength of the United
'"see if NSA improved." If it did
Nations is of supreme importance so, Inscomm agreed, MIVT should
in the recommendations. Neither definitely re-affiliate.
Dr. Wiesner nor anyone can aclnscomm considersg re-alffliation
curately speculate on their estiSince 1959, most of MIT's
mated success. But they do offer
Undergraduate Activities Presia sensible beginning.

pecially the corona. It will also
shed light on the "magnetic
storms" which disrupt radio communications on earth.
To follow earth orbit
The 40 pound projectile can be
put into a solar orbit on the opposite side of the sun from earth
by a small scout rocket. It will
take 18 months for the satellite
to get to the other side of the
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dents have attended the NSA
Congresses, and MIT has received
the Association's Newsletter. It -4
has thereby gained some peri- C
pheral benefits from the NSA.
Recently MIT has received additional encouragement to rejoin,
and Inscomm has decided to con- n
-(
sider the proposal. A committee m
will be set up to study the effects
C
that re-affiliation would have on
MIT. The committee will be composed of Frank March, UAP, the
new UAP, when he is elected,
and one or two other interested
persons. March feels that MIT o0may benefit from a renewed
union with the NSA, and considers
the proposal to rejoin "worth
looking into."

e sue

MITsa e li e o or tI
Years of research by Prof. John
V. Harringtcn and other members
of the MIT Center of Space Studies. have 'culminated in a new solar exploration satellite called
Sunblazer. The purpose of this
project, supported by funds from
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, is to discover information on the thermonuclear reactions in the sun, es-

I
m

sun, after which it will make one
revolution every nine months.
Thus, for about 200 days, scientists will be able to gather data
gleaned from the signals of two
beamed
frequencies
different
through the sun by Sunblazer. The
time difference between the arrival of the signals wi:l carry information on the electron density
of the sun.
I A great deal of work went into
the development of the communications system necessary to receive and analyze the signals received from Sunblazer. The Center has an experimenal antenna
at El Campo, Texas.
Design kept simple
The satellite itself consists of a
"sail" of aluminized mylar attached to a simply-designed instrument package; bombardment
of the sail by sunlight will keep
the satellite's solar power cells
focused on the sun. High power
transistors, functioning indepen4o
ttavaflxrtla{

h re-how xCanl scrale

power supply up to 600 watts.
The first launch is scheduled at
Wallops Island, Va., late in 1968;
others are planned for 1969 and
1970.
Project inexpensive
One of the advantages of the
project is its relative inexpensiveness: NASA has been supporting
it with about $250,000 per year.
This will be enlarged to $2 million for the fiscal year beginning
I next July 1. NASA is also iooking for similar projects that can
be undertaken by individual university research groups such as
Sunblazer.

At
Jay Peak, Vermont
all this
and Walter too!
* New 61 passenger tram triples
your skiing time
* Walter Foeger's famous Natur
Teknik Sk; School
* Instant TV replay
* Over 40 trails and slopes
* New England's finest night club

4,000 ft. atop Jay Peak
* Attractive ski week rates

I
SKI RESORT
WORLD'S MOST PROGRESSIVE
P.O. North Troy, Vt. Phone: (802) 988-2611
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George Washington has given all of
us a day off to relax or study. For this
we are grateful. He has also removed any
excuse not to attend tomorrow night's
debate in the Student Center among the
three UAP candidates.
At 7:30 pm in the Sala de Puerto
Rico, each candidate will give a 5 minute
presentation, following which will be
questions foam the audience. We think
everyone shou'd attend the discussion; it
is the only opportunity to compare the
candidates side by side and to ask questions when the answer goes on the record.
Take advantage of the opportunity.
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By Michael Warren

2. A sinister malady seems
to be taking grip of student
politicians around campus. The
depleted ranks of student leaders at last week's Inscomm
meeting could have hardly escaped notice. Several memsiwreck at4 home and at
e
leasf one was confined fo Homberg Infirmary. Even UAP
Frank March, who made it to
the meeting, was suffering

SHOWDOWN AT SALA DE -PUERTO KICO))
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from the symptoms of an or
coming illness.
On the Administration sic
of student affairs, Dean Wac
leigh was out due fo an illnesand missed being Dean of ih
Day. (Dean of the Day has n
appointments for that day an
is free to talk to student wh
wish to come in and discu-almost anything that is trouL
ling them.)
13. A major change in th
General Institute Required SuL
jees may be in the offing. Ar
change will not be of the mac
nitude of that which halved tF
requirements for the class c
'69 but, nonetheless, the fres'r
man curriculum should underg
a minor facelifting. The trae
tional opponents of changE
the course in question, is active
ly looking for a change in fh
instance, which makes the cu
ricular revamping somewha
unique.
14. Although MIT had thre
of the country's five highei
scorers on the recent WilliarLowell Putnam Math Compet
tion, it took second place t
Harvard. The three whiz kid
I did not represent the "offici
MIT team" which finished- bL
hind the "official Harvarteam." Two of the five highes
scorers live in Burton House
and 1hese students plus anothe
high scorer all live on th
fourth floor of the dormiforThis must constitute a recor
for the highest concentrate
of per-capita Putnam scor
anywhere in the world. Accorc
ing to the Burfon Reflecto.
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Burton House "top floor in th
country."

ceive aid from the budgets of HEW, or
the State Department, or other agencies.
But, when money is provided -covertly,
especially by a body such as the CIA
whose activities are enshrouded in mystery, then there is cause for alarm. The
government is justified in wanting to send
responsible students to international student conferences, but if it wishes to pay
for them; it should be able to do so
openly.
For Inscormm remains the problem
which it has considered since withdrawing from NSA over 7 years ago. There
are benefits from such national associations. We see particular gains to be made
in participating in those groups which do
aid communications and enable an exchange of ideas, such as the Boston council. What we do not believe is a sound
policy is membership in a politically
oriented structure over whose statements
we exercise little control, yet to whose
pronouncements we find ourselves bound.
It is the individual's right to associate as
he wisheds, but a student government
should not allow another body to pretend to speak for the individual student
on such matters.
As NSA attempts to solicit our membership, Inscomm should continue to conduct intelligent fact-finding studies, but
any decision to join should be deferred
until the full effects of recent events are
known.

I,AND HEACHERS.
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The,. NSA, CIA, and MIT
The recent disclosures concerning the
NSA and its financial support by the CIA
raises some pertinent questions relevant
to MIT's student government. The 1959
decision to withdraw from NSA was
based on the belief that the organization
had not lived up to its purposes of commnunication, development of student responsibility, and unified representation of
opinion. Instead, it was contended, the
NSA was not dealing with issues within
its domain as "students in their role as
students." Inscomm, at the time, questioned NSA's national pronouncements
and concern with things purely political.
Now it would seem, we are in a position to say, "I told you so." However, the
covert support-of NSA by the CIA should
not discredit everything the organization
has done or said. Though the CIA may
have been a substantial part of its income, it is doubtful that the NSA was
completely a tool of the government. In
fact, it disagrees with US foreign policy.
The probleffm of the government intervening into student activity creates, at
worst, grave concerns about a police
state, or at the mildest, the regret that
government has entered another area of
private endeavor.
We are not at issue with the concept
that the government has a right to grant
funds to organizations it wishes to support. Student groups are not so fundamentally different from a large number
of projects and organizations which re-
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£Le#ers Go The Tech
Photo co.ntest.

ference was held which concerne-

housing and other problems.
To theEdiearly January the IFC executiv
Last year you sponsored a pho-. 'committee and the President
tographic contest. Although I have and Faculty Residents of th

To the Editor:

not heard anything about it this Dormitories
year I assume you will hold it
again. It would be a good idea
to ehibt w e entries (o there
the entries (if there
to exhibit
are enough of them) in one of
the lounges. That will not only be
of interest to the community and
visitors but will give all participants an idea of what kind of
work some of the other photographers on the campus are .doing.
Gervasio Prado '66

(Ed. note: The Tech is planning to hold another Photo contest. We are right now trying to
locate suitable Prizes. Details of
the contest will be announced
in the near future.)

Housing questfion
To the Editor:
Over the past term there has
been' much discussion on campus
about housing problems at MIT,
bth Inng termn and short term.

The most obvious of these was
the Housing Conference held in
December, but other meetings of
a similar nature have taken
place. In November a meeting of
the Alumni Inter-Fraternity Con-

held

a

luncheo

meeting with the Corporatio
visiting Comrlittee on Houshu
I am sure that numerous othe
formal and informal discussior
on this topic have been held i
student, faculty, and administrE
tion circles over the same pericof time.
I was privileged to attend th
first three of these meeting
mentioned, and would like
make two comments concernin
them. First, the general consei
sus of each of these meetingeither explicitly or implicitly, wa
that a housing unit had two pu
poses. That of providing basic liing and studying quarters anequally important, that of being
viable force in the sociologicy
development of the whole man v
MIT. Second, these meeting
seemed to consist principally c
discussion in the form of an e.change of ideas and opinions. N
concusions were reached or pol
cies set at these meetings.
Recognizing the importance c
the dual nature of student housin
is a significant step in itself, hov
ever, meetings of this sort shoul
go beyond the point of discue
sion. Anyone who attended thes
meetings will attest to the dib
ferences of opinion that arose: o
fraternities or dormitories, whO
Ikind of dormitories and their k
cation, required on-campus hour
ing for coeds, and other problemAt this point more concre
opinions should be expressed b
the concerned groups, (fraterm
ties, dormitory men and womer

(Please turn to page 8)
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Aboiut fifty people came to the gram to inform high school stu- will be held, anyone who received
Fpetirngs sponsored by the Public
Relations Committee and the Office off Admissions last week.
The meetings had as their obiject· t he establishment of a pro-

dents about MIT. Those who attended will be scheduled to meet
selected high school students over
spring vacation.
Although no further meetings
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an invitation to attend and wishes
to participate in the program may -T
see Mr. Peter Richardson in the
---q
Admissions Department at any c
m
time in the near futm-e.
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A banker today is a lot more than a money
specialist who waits for the community to come
to him. He's a well-rounded, imaginative individual who knows how to present a package of
financial services to fill his ciient's needs. He's
professionally involved with every kind of business, from government to space exploration to
problems of emerging nations. And he can't be
pigeonholed because versatility is one of the
keys to his success.
He has job status and pride of profession.
And his compensation and employee benefits
are the envy of many.

His training is thorough and guided by experienced seniors who cushion the rough spots
and-put him on the high road when he's ready

in his own mind and deed.
Before you make your big career decision,
take a long look at banking. Ambition is the
key, and the best way to check yourself out is
to set u give-and-take
a
session with a Chase
Manhattan Banker.
One more thing.
Modem banking is in. It asks for versatile,
creative, imaginative men who want to.range
the community, the nation and the whole wide
world,
Discuss the possibilities of a career in moderna
banking. A Chase Manhattanbhanker will be on
campus soon. Your Placement Office will tell you
when and where.
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THE .CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
National Association/1 Chase Manhattan Plaza, New York,
New York 10015 oMember Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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IDC mxer Mcks off second term
as Waler attracts large crowd

To stimulaie arfs
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"Out of it we hope will come
The Joint Center for Urban
,o Studies of MIT and Harvard will an outline of the range and scope
- participate in a year long study of artistic endeavors desirable for
of the arts in .Boston. Plans for a lively, modern, civilized metro
announced politan community, and how much
were
survey
the
Thursday night by the Cultural activity can be Supported."
Foundation of Boston.
<
He said that while much of the
To initiate the study, $30,000 has information and findings will reE been provided by the Permanent late specifically to Boston, it is
LL Charity Fund of Boston in grant anticipated that some aspects will
to the Foundation.
>
-have relevance to the cultural sitNamed to head the survey is uation of other major metropoiBernard Taper, author, research- tan areas.
er and staff writer for the New
Kickoff for the study will be a
C-Yorker magaine for the past ten
seminar at the upcoming Winter_r's
p2 . pyearn- A tuCss1G
writer for the San Francisco fest, the city's second annual midChronicle. he is the author of. bio- winter cultural jamboree. SponI
graphies of the choreographer
- George Balanchine and cellist
Pablo Casals. He also has written
Lu
a sociolegal study on the gerry°
.
mander of the district in which
Tuskegee Institute is located.
Eli Goldston, president of the
Ctaral Foundat,o-,, Oade the
announcement at a Winterfest
press reception held at the Louisburg Square house of Ernest Henderson, president of the Sheraton
of America.
Corporation
"We are hopeful," he said,
"that this study will provide useful and fairly specific answers to
the questions of what measures
should be taken to foster, strengthen, enrich and invigorate the arts
of this city and to make them
meaningful to an increasingly
larger segment of thile citizenry.
"The study will aim for guidelines that will help the institutions
of the arfts, the business community and the public agencies which
are becoming increasingly concerned with cul.tural matters.

- -

j

ds

sored by the Junior League of
Boston, the seminar is entitled,
"New Life for the Arts in the
New Boston." It will be held next
Tuesday, Feb. 21, at 3:45 in the
New England Merchants Bank
suite, Prudential Tower.
Arthur R. Hilsinger Jr.,
lrs.
League president, will be moderator. Panelists will include Wilbur
J. Bender, director of the Committee of the Permanent Charity
Fund; Danie P. Moynihan, direcPhoto by George F-lynn
tor of the Joint Center for Urban
S&udtes; Goldston and Taper. Rep- College mixers are a common event as the second term gets unresentatives of local arts and cul- derway. This one, held by the Interdormitory Council last
tural organizations have been in- day in Walker Memorial, was well publicized and well aotenided
v;ted to attend.
by all concerned.
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fiendish torture
sintamis, BiC Due
writes first time,

every time!,

II

mnc's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again in
unending war against
ball-point skip, clog and
smear. Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still writes
first time, every time.

Andt no wontder.

Jfit

Bc's

"Dyamite" Ball is the

jf-

hardest metal made,

I

encfised in a solid brass
nose cone. Will not skip,
clog or smear no matter
what devilish abuse is
devised for them by
sadistic students. Cet
the dynamic Bic Duo at

Thlat's when the IBMA interviewer wrill be on
campus. When he'd like to talk with youwhatever your area of study, whatever your
plans after graduation.
bYou'll find job opportunities at IBMNI in six major areas: Computer Applications, Programming, Finance and Administration, Research

your campus store now.

WATERMAN-BIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD, CONN.

and Development, Manufacturing and Marketing.
Some of these areas may not mean much to
you-now. But just let the IBA1 interviewer
explain-a few of them. One may be just the
career you're looking for. It could Be the start

of som-iethiiing

o
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Whatever your ismsediate commitments, whate ver your area of study,
sign up for your on-campus intervwiew with IBM, nOw.
If; for solle reason, you arent able to arrange an interviewv, drop us a line. T.Write to: ¥,a.,agaF ,, Colege

BiC Medium Point 19¢

\cruiing,

IBM Corporation, 590 Miadison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022. IBMA is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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(Contitqued from Page 1)
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because he is not able to agree
completely with the Scientific
Committee. "The feeling is," he
says, "that the CEA is basically
a research lab. I am not a research mani I am an accelerator
specialist.... It is time to have
a director who can make the'decisions now being made by the
committee."
Moreover, CEA-is finding itself
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UAP hopefuls propose
greater use of eedbac

one in service within the year.
Thus, the pressure fo come up
with new, exciting discoveries in
order to attract funds and physicists to the machine may force
some curtailment of the teaching
activities at the CEA.
No one will say what will happen to the teaching, but it seems
c e r t a i n that, with Livingston's
resignation, research will take
on new importance.

competing more and more with
accelerators for funds and talent.
Until recently, the CEA was the
only one of its kind, research
could proceed at its own pace,
and graduate students had a
chance to become intimately involved with the projects. Now,
Hamburg, Germany and Palo
Alto, California (Stanford) both
have similar but more powerfu'
facilities, while Cornell will have
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Photo by Bill Ingram

The three UAP candidates (from the left), George Phillies, Rick
Karash, and Bob Horvitz, spoke to the Board of Directors of The
I

I'

Tech in an informal press conference held Sunday afternootn.

(Continued from Page 1)
more carefully, rather than be
c C1y'
a IYu:-tf1 UI
by sending inscom agernda to all Q.,.C;.,C'
students and by encouraging the
living groups to hold their house
meeting a day or two before
Inscomm meetings.
Coantc with faculty
Rick proposed that seDminar be
held in the living groups in order
to encourage contact between the
students and the faculty members.
Such seminars, which might be
held for students in a single dorm
or a collection of fraternities,
would tend to -narrow the gap
between the academic and resilential communities.
He concluded his talk by bringing up three more problemsaiving group interaction, the need
to study the judicial structure,
and the inability of the course
honoraries to do anything con;tructive.
George PhiJles

Mobay is the place where young chemists can grow. As the leader in the field
of urethane chemistry, the company offers exciting opportunities to expand

inwhatever direction you choose at the same time you apply what you've already

learned. At Mobay, you'll work in an environment characterized by a strong
PRJCS
OR
N
I lE RVIEWS
I you
Ynbltweeyucagrd
P oR
researc
FFIE.
wor withRda ihtlne,~
emhsis'
emphasis
on
onidvda
individual
ability, where
canaOU
trade
ideas
withh s
talented,
exeine
CandU
ascae
utlizethemstavaned
experienced
associates
and utilizefclites
the most advanced facilities. AndR
And youllC
you'll bFFex
be
helping to pioneer in a stimulating area whose applications have already
multiplied to the extent that they significantly affect almost every major
industry today. Mobay representatives will be on your campus in your
Placement Office for talks with you on:
PRINCIPAL AREAS OF INTEREST INCLUDE: -

PROCESS ENGIlNEER
~
Conduct economic and process studies in

Design of industrial plant, electrical power
distribution systems, controls circuits and

facilitate needed process changes; assist in
start up of new process equipment. (Location: New Martinsville, West Virginia)
APPLeareAt
RESAyou'llw
RCH
n

schedules aend procedures on all electrical
equipment; conduct load surveys on existing
power distribution systems. (Location: New
Martinsville, west Virginia)

existing production units; recommend and

Personality suited for dealing with customers in the area of cellular and non-cellular
urethanes, polyesters and elastomers. (Location: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
PROJECT~
ENGIN~kBEERS
PRespoJECTl
Responsible ENGINEE
for the engineering
engineering design
design of
of
capital additions; provaide equipment specifications for procurement and mechanical
design of facilities; prepare economic analysis; maintain cost control of projects and
carry out special assignments. (Location:
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

lighting systems; establish maintenance

M

C

NICAL

ENGINEER S
In applications research section, work with
small
encountered scale
in the precision
rubber andmachinery
plastics industry;
work also requires some customer-contact.
(Location: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)'

clude

and

elastomer processes. These positions also
entail customer service work. (Location:
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

period which followed the inform-

al talks, the candidates were
asked to explain their qualifications for the position of UAP.
Bob cited his activities' background, in particular, his work on
AEB, FinBoard,, and The Tech.
Rick referred to his background
in SCEP, the Secretariat, and
FinBoard, which he felt gave him
familiarity in dealing with faculty
members, as well as a knowledge
of Insconun's activity structure.
George claimed to have "sufficient familiarity with the problems" of each of Inscomm's subcommittees, primarily through
work on the Science Fiction Society and the Strategic Games
Society.
Powers of UAP

When questioned on what personal powers he would use as
UAP to influence decisions, both
Bob and Rick emphasized the use
of personal contact and the role
of the UAP in allocating duties to
the proper people. On the other
hand, George explained "my own
idea on personal power . . . in

order to be useful it must be
used sparingly." He preferred
written contact as a more effective means of influence.
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novation and problems affecting
the dormitories."
George warned that smne of the
present Inscomm subcommittees
carry on "too much bureaucratic
sort of wirk." As examples of
this, he cites the work of the
Activities Executive Board and
Finance Board.
"Academic achievement "
"Academic achievement" is the
basis on which George felt such
proposals as pass-fail systems and
reading period extensions should
be examined. He explained that
these ideas should be looked into

4

Perform applications research work in coatapplications,

activities and physical environmental problems . . . academic
problems - . . and dormitory re-

t

Any engineering degree applicable if person
is interested in industrial sales; duties in-

foam

The final candidate, George
Phillies '68, explained what he
considered to be the three main
problems confronting the UAP.
These are "student environment
(such as) coordination of student

new and different.
He concluded his talk with a
brief discussin of the suggested
dormitory rush. His opinion was
that such a project must be
undertaken with care; otherwise,
a highly-suossful rush rnight
lead to further overcrowding of
dormitories with "walk-through
triples" resulting in the Conner
side of Burton House.
Question and answer ,
In the question and answer

developing

and

maintaining

direct
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field

contact with potential and established customers. (Approximately one year training
program in Pittsburgh before entering field.)
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I
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.. .W. E. White, Personnel Administrator
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Penn Lincoln Parkway West
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15205
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Lookeng Back
... -By,

80 Years Ago
r0
. ....
An editorial in the April
28, 1887 issue of the TECH dec scribes MIT as having a reputa> tion as a place of grinds, and
Ci called upon -the student body to
< participate more in social life and
ar athletics. It said MIT had a unu necessary image throughout the
- world as being a place where an
> individual
sacrffices
friends,
D
health, and enjoyment for the possession of a knowledge which may
do him no good when he gets it,
because he has ruined his constitution in its acquirement. If social life and athletics were supI: ported by more of the student
V body, MIT could retain its repuLLI
- tation as one of the foremost and
L
finest scientific schools in the
.
United States, and at the same
time lose this undesirable one of
forgoing health and enjoyment in
this pursuit of knowledge.
The editorial noted that because
the students, returned to their
homes each night, the social advantage of dorm life were not
realized. "Therefore, as dormitory
life is impossible for us, we must
make our reputation in athletics,
and prove that we are not dying
of over-study."
. . . . The editorial staff, exactly
r-.

Shaeffer

'Blow-Up

_ee

two weeks later, stated that the
sport that MIT was most successful in was football, but that we
could do better if the team started practicing earlier before the
start of the regular season. It
even suggested an inter-class
championship contest be run so
that the captains may decide who
the best players are early inr. the
year.
40 years ago
The Institute was not too successful in baseball that spring.
After two losses (in as iiainiy
games) the baseball team was
dissolved due to illnesses and general dissatisfaction.
.... The "Dorm Rumor"
charged that food served in Walker Memorial Dining Hall was unfit
to eat, and challenged anyone to
eat three meals a day there and
not grumble. The food is placed
on the steam table for the first
time at noon and by suppertime
it is unpalatable. It has also had
a good opportunity to pick up foreign bodies which "have caused
the dorm men much distress."
The publication even ran a contest for the most unusual foreign
element and in every issue it published the names of the winners
and their findings.
....
A questionnaire completed by graduates of 10 U.S. colleges and universities depicts the
students idea of an ideal wife as
a "home body" who will have at
least two children and does not
care for a business career of her
own.
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proves fhough+-provoking

.1I-11"
David Hemmings photographs five famous models, played by, left to
right, Jill Kennington, Peggy.- Hoffitt Rosaleen Murray, Ann Norman,
and Melanie Hampshire, in this scene from 'Blow-Up' at the Paris Cinema.

keeps the viewer's attention focussed.
Mod photographer
The main character, played by
David Hemmings, is a mod fashion photographer. This fast-moving backdrop shows a rather extreme confusion of ideas and values that produce a crisis in the
photographer's life. A very important question in "Blow-Up" is,
"What is real?" The world in
which he moves is plagued by a
loss of contact with reality, and
the photographer's trade of capturing images on paper to preserve them is symbolic. of the attempt to find substance amid the
confusion.
There is a feeling that, as the
characters race through their
lives, they lose their sense of continuity. An artist friend of the photograpner complains that paint-

'BLOW UP' - directed by Michelangelo Antonioni, screenplay by
Antonioni and Tonino Guerro;
produced by Carlo Ponti; Daniel Hemmings as Thomas, Vanessa Redgrave as Jane, Sarah
Miles as Patricia; at the Paris
Cinema.

By David Koffman
Michelangelo Antonioni's "Blow
Up" is a remarkable movie.
Beautifully photographed, well
acted, and always interesting, itt
is not so much the kind of movie
that you enjoy as the kind thatt
you think about.
Thinking about the movie is
what makes it interesting; for
there is very little plot, and while
the much-touted display of skin I
that has generated so much of the
present interest in the film is definitely there, it would hardly be
Iworth sitting through all the
Imuch more relevant remaining
Iparts to see. What plot there is,
Iis very simple and is constantly I
iinterrupted by about four subplots.
It is the theme behind the plots I
Ithat makes them a unity and

wb~~~~~gr!.

'Letters to The --Tech
(Continued from Page 4)

in order that the administration
may take these viewpoints into
account when po ilcy udeci ors are
made. These should be in the
form of positions papers expressing their overall feelings in an
organized and detailed form.
After these papers are presented,
they should be discussed in detail with members of the administration and revised if necessary. When and if this is accomplished, the administration
should, in return, express its reactions to the papers, and express in detailed form its goals
for housing at the Institute and
how the various groups fit into
these goals.
The initiative at thiLs point
should be taken by these various
groups. mentioned above. If they
have opinions to express, they
should make the effort to have
them heard in a manner which
will have some degree of permanence and force behind it. This
will make the policy setting problems of the administration significanfly easier in :this area. I
would assume that if these student and faculty groups take the
i

ings he did just a few years ago
don't seem real to him anymore.
The photographer himself is in
an odd position; he thinks of himself as a sane person among the
insane, yet his art is devoted to
the neurotic attempt to capture
the past.
Instabity of reality
The action of the story, involving his accidentally photographing
evidence of a crime, covers about
one day and leaves his false security destroyed. He is forced to
recognize the instability of reality
in his world and finally to accept
unreality as a way of life.
The subplots, mostly concerning
his fashion work, fit so neatly in.
to the scheme of the movie, that,
even though the viewer may not
see their significance at once,
there is never a dull moment.
Moreover, the photography of
"Blow Up" is interesting in itself. The outdoor scenes in particular are notable. The lighting
and color carry the mood of a
scene right into the theater better than any dialogue. The whole
effect is a lasting visual and auditory impression. The bright colors of the mod fashions, the oddly
furnished apartment of the hero,
the unusually distinctive visages
of the characters, and the striking contrast between the beautiful hues of parks and the stark
colors in the neighborhood of the
studio are an important part of
the movie. Sounds are provided
by the Yardbirds, with whom the
visual symbolism of the larger
story is recast in miniature in
terms of sound.

time to express their opinions,
the adnministration will reciprocate
with a candid expression of its
poiicies.
Peter R. Denton '67
I F C Executive Committee

7.02 not offered
by Biology Depf.
Ianext fa ll erm
Contrary to earlier expectations,
it is unlikely that the Biology Department will not offer a section
of 1.02 in the fall term of 1967-8.
7.02 will be expanded in the
spring term of 1967-'68 to acconmmodate more students.
Those who had planned to take
7.02 in the fall should make alternative plans and may consult
biology headquarters (56-511) for
suggestions.
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TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE
for
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Meet ,, group of young Boston
bankers. They are executives of

The First National Bank of Bos-

ton, New England's oldest and
largest= Thev're men on
.h.
move . . . sharp, talented, aggressive and making a good
place in the business.
A short time ago they were
doing some soul-searching, too.
"Graduation, and then what?"
Quite honestly many of these
men never thought about banking. One of them majored in
Spanish-he's now a credit man
with our South American oper-

etion where the language
comes in handy. Another studied Geography and Geology;
today, he's an Operations OffiL.'.L.LI... -P
Ita__ el_ectronic data processing com-

FIRST. We have the opportunities . .. we'll ever make a position for the- right man.
One of our Personnel Officers
will Le on campus 'aOrsay,

At The FIRST, we look for diverse educational backgrounds.
Specifically, we want men of
flexibility who can meet the
demands of unusual and chalienging situations.
If you are looking toward a
career in a growth business,
take a good hard look at The

you contact your Placement
Bureau to set up an interview.
if you'd like to-get a headstart,
write to our Mr. Emory Mower,
The First National Bank of Boston, 67 Milk Street; Boston.
He'll be glad to send you a
special booklet about working
at The FIRST.

plex.

(March 3, 4 9, O, 1})
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at the Booth in

February 27th. We suggest that

UN 4.6900,- ext, 2910
There will be reduced
prices for the Tnursday,
March 9, performance.
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THIS WEEK
MUSIC
Boston College - Iowa String Quartet; Feb, 23, 8 pm; Resident Students Lounge.
Boston

College

-

BC

University

Chorale with -Jean Maderia perform Bizet's 'Carmen'; Feb. 24,
8:30 rm; Roberts Center; $5 ($2.50
students).
Boston University Peter Chapman, trumpet recital; Feb. 21,
8:30 prm; BU Concert Hall; free.
Boston University Paul Butterfield Blues Band with the Orphans
and Phlumph; Feb. 25, 8:30 pm;
Sargent Gym: $2.50, $3.50.
Cambridge Center for Adult Education - Rolf Cahn, flamenco &
blue singer; Feb. 24, 8:30 pm; $1.
Harvard - Adams House Musical
Society: violin and piano sonatas;
Feb. 24. 8:30 pm; Adams House;
free.
Harvard - Dunster House Music
Society Concert; Mozart's 'flute
quartet, k. 285.' 'oboe quartet, k.
'clarinet quintet, k. 581;
370.'
Feb. 26. 3 pmrn; Dunster House;
free.
Harvard - Zurich Chamber Orchestra (first Boston appearance);
Feb. 24, 8:30: ;.Sanders Theatre.
MIT Charles Lloyd Quartette;
Feb. 21, 8:30 pm: Kresge Auditorium; $2.50. $3.50.
MIT Robert Baker, organ recital: Feb. 22, 8:30 pm; Kresge
Auditorium; $1.50.

OMgan Redial Series
prosents Robert Baer

MIT - Paul Butterfield Blues Band
with Ji.m Kweskin and the Jug
Band: Feb. 25, 12-4 pm; $3.
New England Conservatory - New
Event Ensemble; Cooke's 'Quintet
for piano and strings, 1964,' Xenakis' 'Herma,' Schoenberg's 'Pierrot Lunaire, opus 21'; Feb. 22,
8:30 pm; Jordan Hall; free.
Radcliffe - Choral Society, Villanova Singers and the Bach Society Orchestra; Schubert's 'Mass in
G': Feb. 24, 8:30 pm: St. Paul's
Church; free.
Tom Rush - concert; Feb. 21, 8
pm: John Hancock Hall.
Wellesley - oratorio setting of T.
S. Eliot's 'Ash Wednesday' by the
Wellesley College Choir. Harvard
University Glee Club and Cambridge Festival Orchestra; Feb.
26. 8:30 am; Houghton Memorial
Chapel; free.
THEATRE

Sanity seen as a 'Delicafe Balance
By Sherry Gulman
Edward Albee's 'A Delicate Balance' is about the balance between insanity and sanity, between illusion and reality. The
central characters, played by Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn,
are Agnes and Tobias, a comfortable looking couple in their early
sixties.
As the play opens, they sit in
their drawing room, Tobias nodding indulgently while Agnes babbles idly about the rather remote
posibilities of incipient insanity.
In this apparently cozy scene, the
action of the play is already evident. A glance here, a tinge of
sarcasm there, reveals a hidden,
as yet undefined, fault in the foundation of their relationship.
Early in the first act, we also
meet Claire, Agnes' sister-wholives-with-them. Claire, played by
Rosemary Murphy, is a combina-

Boston University Jean Giradoux' 'Madwoman of Chaillot,' directed by Theodore Kazanoff; Feb.
22-25, 8:30 pm; BU Theatre; $1,
$1.50, $2.
Brandeis Gilbert & Sillivan's
'Pirates of Penzance': Feb. 24, 25,
26. 8:30 pmn; Spingold Theatre; $2.
Northeastern University-Tennessee
Williams' 'A Streetcar Named Desire': performed by the N.U. Silver MasQue, Feb. 24, 25, 8:30 pm;
Alumni Auditorium; $1.
Rose Coffee House - The Off-Boston
Repertory Co. presents 'An Evening with James Thurber'; Feb.
24, 8 pm; $1.25.
Wellesley - Edward Albee's 'Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?': Feb.
24, 25, 8 pm; Alumnae Hall.
NEXT WEEK
MUSIC
Lexington Choral Society - Bach's tion -chorus, commentator, and
'Passion According to St. Matthew'; March 4. 8 Dm: Symphony court jester, and is the source of
Hall.
MIT-The Beaux Arts String Quar- most of the god laughs. Because
tet; March 5, 3 pm: Kresge Auditorium.

Harvard -

THEATRE
Georges Feydeau's 'A
Her Ear.' translated b
Senelick: March 2-5 8Drama Center; $2, $1.50

:

'l

she is a drunk, ('not an alcoholic,'
she insists, for this implies an
incapability, whereas drunknness
indicates a certain obstanate independence) she does not become
directly involved in the emotional
byplay, but observes, comments,
and often brings it into focus.

Soon after Claire's somewhat unsteady appearance, Agnes announces that Julia, their daughter,
is coming home, her fourth marriage on the rocks. In the midst
of al this, Tobias and Agnes' 'Very
Best Friends in the World', Sam
and Edna, walk in completely unannounced. Insisting that they
were scared and had no other
place to go, they go to bed in
Julia's room.
Julia, played by Kathleen Maguire, is the center of the second
act. Coming home and finding
Sam and Edna camped in her
roorm, she senses in them a threat
to her existence and proceeds to
play one parent against the other
trying to get rid of them. On learning that they intend to move in,
she goes into hysterics and threatens to shoot them, producing the
only action scene in the play.
Two climaxes
The two great dramatic scenes
come in the last act. The first is
the scene between Tobias and Agnes in which the sickness in their
relationship is fully revealed.
Their marriage, since the death
of a younger son, occasionally
hinted at, had become an empty
shell of which Julia's empty life

by failing to assert himself in any
way that could be felt bt his family, had, in a sense, become an
illusion. Agnes begs him to make
a decision about Sam and Edna.
The revelation of the sickness is
followed by its exorcism in the
final scene between Tobias and
Sam. Tobias cries that he doesn't
want Sam and Edna, they bring
the plague. But only by fighting
the plague, rather than fleeing it,
can one become immune, so Tobias makes his decision. The balance tips back to reality, and the
family, exhausted but calm, prepares to 'begin the day.'
Savage play
Like 'Virginia Woolf,' 'A Delicate Balance' is a play about people biting, chewing, and clawing
each other to bits. However, it is
also about a group of initially
tepid people whose lives are built
on appearances. In a few hours,
they force each other to plumb
the depths of their emotions,
throw away everything that is
superfluous, and start again with
the little that is left.
Though this play lacks the power of 'Virginia Woolf,' the dialogue
is incisive witty, and often funny,
and the acting is excellent in all
is the product and manifestation. the parts, It is an interesting and
Tobias had become impotent and worth seeing.

Robert Baker, concert organist,
Flea in
Laurence
teacher and organ architect, will
11; Loeb
(weekdays).
give a recital Wednesday (Feb.
Rose
Coffee House - The Curate's
22) at 8:30 p.m. in Kresge AudiEgg presents 'Sea Root' by Vincent
Ferrini; March 2-5, 9-12. 9
torium. The concert is part of the pm (Thursday
and Sunday), 8:30
and 10:30 pm (Fri. and Sat.);
Organ Recital Series at M. I. T.
S1.25.
under the direction of John Cook,
Institute Organist. The program
lists works by Bach, Reger, Langlais and Messiaen.
Widely hailed as one of the country's greatest organists, Dr. Baker
holds equal stature as an educator
and consultant on the building of
new pipe organs. Many of- the nai-on's churches and uni-versities
i
house outstanding
instruments
built to his specifications.
Currently dean of the School of
Sacred Music at Union-Theological
Seminary ir- New York, Dr. Baker
received a graduate from that
institution after completing his
Grumman has special interest for the graduating engineer and scientist seeking the widest spread of technology for his
early training in music at Illinois
skAils. At G-rumman, engineers are rvolved in deep ocean technology...engineers see their advanced aircraft designs
Wesleyan University. He also was
proven daily in the air over Vietnam, and soon... in outer space, the Grumman LM (Lunar Module) will land the astroa recent recipient of an honorary
nauts on the lunar surface. Grumman, situated in Bethpage, L.I. (30 miles from N.Y.C.), is in the cultural center of
doctorate in music from Wesleyan.
activity. Universities are close at hand for those who wish to continue their studies. C.C.N.Y., Manhattan College, New
York University, Pratt Institute, Columbia University, State University at Stony Brook, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Hofstra University and Adelphi College are all within easy distance. The surroundings are not hard to take. Five
beautiful public golf courses are in Bethpage-two minutes from the plant. White sand beaches stretch for miles along
the Atlantic (12 minutes drive). The famed sailing reaches of Long Island Sound are only eleven miles away.
The informal atmosphere is a Grumman tradition, matched by an equally hard-nosed one of turning out some of the
free world's highest performance aircraft systems and space vehicles.

THE SPREAD-EAGLE OF TECHNOLOGY

AT GRJIUMM1AN
- Rangesfrom inner to outer space

I

Architects
to presenf exhibif
On croe failure

significantly to

""GAMBIT"
2:00, 5:50, 9:40
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"A VERY SPECIAL
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"Chaplin's Art of
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Comedy"
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ing and control.

HU-16 Albatross ... famous as the

(COD) aircraft carries high priority
weapons systems and personnel
and performs logistical missions
for attack aircraft carriers.

S-2E Tracker . ..

EA,EA.6B...All-weather tactical elec- . tronic countermeasures aircraft to
_ ' ... support strike aircraft and ground

Anti-submarine

warfare aircraft which performs
both "hunter" and- "killer"- missions for the U.S..Navy.

.

C-IA Trader . .. land and carrier-

based aircraft ferries cargo and
personnel between carrier and
shore.

F111B . . . Navy version of the

USAF/NAVY bi-service fighter with
variable wing sweep from 16 to
72.5 degrees. (Flies at speeds up
.to two and one half times the
speed of sound.)

r

A-6A Intruder... U.S. Navy carrter-based attack aircraft capable
of operating with pinpoint accuracy in all weather conditions.

troops.

kAAD

(Orbiting

Astronomical

Ob-

servatory) . . .Scientific satellite
for the investigation of scientific
phenomena.

I

OV.1 Mohawk... U.S. Army STOL
electronic surveillance aircraft operating in close support of ground

E
°
a
b

Gulfstream ii . .. World's fastest
corporate transport . . . non-stop
coast-tO-coast range at 585 m.p.h.

C-2A . . . Carrier-on-board delivery

main tool of the U.S. Air Force Air
Rescue Services.

troops.

w

;, .-. *j

4:00 and 7:45

e

.:.'_-~..::Z~,Nb::..~
~'!~L

the science of

early warning, and airborne warn-

.w .v..,

The Board of Directors of The
Tech has selected Steve Carhart
'70, and Paul Johnston '70 as
Associate News Editors for Volume 87.

a
a

vanced aircraft and aerospace vehicles. These include:

E-2A Hawkeye...A highly complex
electronic system that contributes

The Tech selects
Btoard meembers

Last+-imes today!
Michael Caine in

Currently, Grumman engineers, pulling the state of the
art relentless forward, are engrossed in still more ad-

Taking their place in a long line of Grumman aircraft that
have contributed to the national defense, the aircraft
shown below are performing yeoman service in Vietnam.

Undergraduate students in the
Department of Architecture are
currently presenting an exhibit
dealing -with the failure of the
crane on Eastgate tower. The
exhibit contains photographs of
the site of the accident and an
elevent foot section of the actual
crane boom. The exhibit is appearing adjacent to the elevator
on the fourth floor of Building
Seven.

E-18 Tracer ... U.S. Navy carrierbased high resolution radar air-

detects
-"-t
imnendin
nem
i attacks.
hundreds of miles from
the fleet.

LM (Lunar Module)..;
to land the astronauts on the lunar

surface in the late sixties.

Here then is the opportunity for graduating engineers AEs CEs, EEs, MEs, IEs, Physic majors &'Chemical Engineering
majors...to take their place in the continuum of technology that is Grumman. Grumman representatives will be
Thur
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ON CAMPUS

esday:

If an interview is not convenient at this
time, send a comprehensive resume to:
Mr. Peter C. Van Putten, Director of Employment, Dept. GR 251.

"The Seveanth Seal"
Thu=sday:
Shows
Daily:

February 28, March 1

To obtain Grunmman literature and arrange an interview, contact your placement office.
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GRUMMAN

AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPOR'ATION
Bethpage . Long Island * NewYork
Ant equal opportunity employer (M/F)
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G6rand Prix" snows racers Motisives

developed to take pictures at trance into Ferrari's famed top
produced
an intelligent decision about where by Edward Lewis; starring speeds of over 150 mph. Some of secret Maranello factory.
James Garner, Eva Marie Saint,
Coveted prize
the greatest men in racing today
to play the hand.
-o
Yves Montand, Brian Bedford,
0Jesica Walter, Francoise Hardy.
Certainly
not lacking in action
and
Jack
Brabham,
-Phil
Hill,
The opening lead was the 6 of
it never overand
excitement,
Graham
Hill-were
brought
in
as
hearts from East! since this was
AQ
32
By John NHuchra
Co
this
action
in
such a manplays
technical
consultants.
Almost
eva lead out of turn, South had sev4,AQ5
ner
as
to
destroy
the
real theme
eral options open to him. RealDon't be misled by the title of ery car that actually competed in
co West
East
of
the
film-these
drivers,
hazizing that his strong heart holding this movie! It is a film about the 1966 Grand Prix season was
4 K 10 98 2
4 None
*txding
death
to
win
the
coveted
a heart lead desirable, 'Formula 1' racing on the inter- duplicated for the film-which acf 9
Q 8 7 6 4 3 made
required West to national Grand Prix circuit, but, counts for its $8,000,000 budget. driver's championship--and only
South
merely
IJ64
8
K
10
87
LL
iead a heart. (Had South been even more than that, it is an in- The company even obtained en- one can win.
,K 7 6 3
4 J 84
able to see the J and 2 of hearts tense, fascinating story of four
South
in dummy, he would have simply champion drivers and the people
accepted East's lead as it stood.) around them. Probing in-to their
6 Q6 5
V AK 10 5
West's 9 was covered by J, Q, characters, the film not only deI
i On+P^v
+hr1a
t4;%a
*A95
and Ace and South naturally at- scribes beautifully the h,rll nrnd Allrinei
-m-Off'
9 O
a a lw &.,
X
% %a 0 1 V a
4 10 9 2
tacked spades. His Q was cov- glamour of 'Formula 1' racing,
ered by K and Ace and East dis- but tries to explain the motives
Neither Vulnerable
carded a heart. When South re- behind the men gambling with
I
covered from the shock of a 5-0 death to win the driver's champWest break, he realized he had been ionship.
East
South
North
Pass very lucky! At the other table
2 NT
Pass
1I4
Four drivers
IPass
Pass they would probably be in 4 James Gamer portrays Ameri3 NT
Pass
spades going down whereas he
Today's hand comes from a re- still was hopeful of making 3 no can Pete Aron, driving at first for
cent IMP team-of-four match in trump. In fact, even if he went Jordan-BRM, a British firm, as
their second entry. An ex-Grand
intramural league and provides a down, the other pair was likely to Prix champion, he lives only for
good example of the fast that, set a greater number of tricks racing and the chance of winning
even at forms of scoring other because they would not be able again. The only mistake made by
to avoid the spade losers.
Frankenheimer is his failure to
than regular match points, it is
At this point South could count express more clearly the deeper
frequently preferable to play a a'total of 7 sure tricks, 7 spades,
hand in no trump rather than in 3 hearts, 1 diamond, and 1 club, emotions of this man.
a trump suit, when the conditions with possibilities for more in the Yves Montand gives the best
performance of the film in the
are right.
minor suits. Entries to the South
In match point play, tournament hand were becoming scarce, but role of Jean Pierre Sarti, the oldtwice world
players frequently forego the op- since the only possible entry West est and best racer,
champion. His is the choice beportunity to play in a trump suit could have was the King of diabecause of the heavy premium monds, it was safe for South to tween the woman he falls in love
given to successful no trump con- lead a diamond to the Ace and with and one last fling at the
championship. It is the change in
tracts. At IMIP, however, the small attack clubs.
premium given to no trump con- Whenr South led the 10 of clubs his values as the film progresses
Photo by Dale Stone
tracts is never an important con- everyone ducked. This was a de- that gives- insight into the real
sideration and South chose to play fensive error on East's part but motivation behind a racing driver. Orders for class rings were taken in the lobby of Building Ten
Brian Bedford plays the unforin no trump rather than spades, as the. cards lay, South would
between Wednesday and Friday last week. Dieges and Clust;
because it was likely to be an have made his contract anyway. gettable role of Scott Stoddard, the firm contracting for The rings, sent Two representatives,
easier contract to fulfil.
East's error, however, did enable the man who will do anything to shown here on Friday afternoon filling orders.
live up to his brother's reputaSince North-South were playing South to-adopt a very elegant line
I
tion as a driver.
"five-card majors," South mknew of play which insured the contract
Fine photography
that his 13 points and three-card against any distribution. Recalling
trump support w6uld make 4 that East had discarded a heart
The photography in the film is
spades a reasonable contract. at trick two, South cashed his something not to be missed. For
However, he also realized that his heart winners and threw East in the first time the action and exbalanced adstributd i - and geneerl with his low heart. East was able citement of 'Formula 1' racing is
strength might prove more ad- to cash one more heart -winner brfought to the Cinerama screen
vantageous in no trump than in but then had to lead either a club producing a simply indescribable.
spades. He therefore forced to or a diamond up to dummy and Cameras and camera cars were
game with 2 no trump, and was present declarer with his ninth
content when North currently trick no matter where the minor
raised to 3 no trump with his bal- suit kings were.
anced hand. Had North been un- South's analysis of the hand was
baen Daly a CWese.
balanced, he could have bid a new quite accurate because, at the
All Equipmert Supplied.
suit or rebid his spades. South other table, the opponents were,
would then have bid 3 or 4 spades indeed, set in 4 spades, for an
AVeanu 2-5 18$
and North could have then made 11 IMP gain to South's team.
John

North
AJ43
2

Frankenheimer;

Sophomores order rings
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ment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.
THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM

ENGIN EERING OPPORTUNITIIES
WITH THE PIONEER AND LEADING MANUFACTURER
I virviL Ain AT

Motorola offers the student at the BS or MS level an opportunity to advance his career and education concurrently.
Work and achieve a Master's or PhD Degree in an environ-

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B average or better.
While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Arizona State University each trainee is placed in a rotational program covering four engineering activities at Motorola.
THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM
Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics
with a B-average or better. Marketing trainees may work
toward an MBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotational assignments are in the marketing area.

ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS
TO GIVE SENIORS AND GRADUATES COMPLETE DETAILS ON
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Electrical Engineers X Organic & Physical Chemists
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a Chemical Engineers
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Office now

in Research and Development, Quality Control,
Marketing, and Production.

for an appointment.

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT, Stratford, Conn.
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If you are unavailable for an interview at this

time write directly to: Director of College Relations,
Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Division,
5005 East McDowell, Phoenix, Arizona 85008.

mOTrOROLA INC.
Sermic:onductor

Monday, February 27
Division of United Aircraft Corp. 11 An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Top Innisfree positions _

e

A twousession Open Pairs Cham-

pionshiP will begin at 2 p.m. and
8 p.m. in room 407 of the Student
Center Saturday. Sunday's game
will be a Board-a-match Tearn-offour Championship to be held at
1 p.m. and 7 p.m. in room 407
Sunday.
The fee is $1.50 per person per
session, except for MIT students
who beiong 1-0 t-- Bd C
for whom the fee is $1. All college students are eligible for the
tournament and for master point
awards; however, in order to be
eligible for trophies, one-half of
each unit- (pair or team) must
consist of undergraduates. Defending champions in the tournament include John Hrones '68
who was victorious in last year's
pair contest.

~~1~8~0

I

m

iys prowess
nui.rea
ceIe __ ...
In Mt %womfi~es Tourney

ivento
e
mith, White;

Eastern bridge +ournamenf
This week's regular duplicate
bridge game will be cancelled
due to the Eastern Intercollegiate
Bridge Tournament, to be held in
the Student Center this weekend.

--4

lng team wins

xtssuae

The regional qualifying round
of the National Intercollegiate
Bridge Tournament was completed Saturday at the Boston
University. Student Union. Ken
Lebensold and Phil. Selwyn nosed
out Bart Bramley '69 and Bob
Creecy '70 for East-West honors
by a score of 93-91 out of 120 possible par points. The -other two
MIT pairs, Mark Bolotin '68 and
Mike Chasan '67 and Bill Horton
'68 and Joe Viola '69, also played
East-West and finished 3rd and
5th respectively.
Wimners iJn last week's duplicate
game at the Bridge Club were:
1. Walter Griffith '70 and R.
Dixey; 2. Bardsley and Dave
Roy; and 3. Dave Olson '68 and
Larry Harbuck.
Captains of teams entered in
the Bridge Club's intramural
team-of-four tournament are reminded that all matches must be
completed by the end of the
month.

Sunday night, the voting members of "Innisfree" elected its
publisher- and editor for the comrn
ing year. Elected were: Jim
Smith '69 (SH) Publisher and
Larry White '69 (AEP) Editor.
The election of Business Manager was postponed until June.
The next issue of the magazine
will appear March 1 to March 3,
it was announced at this meeting.
After the meeting, the Editor
and the Publisher announced the
appointment of Jim Yankaskas
'69. (SAE) and Larry Birenbaum
'69 (Bur) as Associate Editors.

Voo Doo eJects Board
The Managing Board for next
year's edition of Voo Doo will be
Steve Gallant '68, G e n e r a l
Manager; Irv Simon '68, Editor;
Paul Ware '68, Business Manager; and Dave Chanoux '68,
Managing Editor.

As one of the nation's social, cultural and educational capitals, Dallas offers its residents a clean,
modern city, temperate climate, abundant housing
and living costs substantially lower than most
cities of comparable size. Dallas is also the home
of LTV Aerospace Corporation, one of the city's
largest industrial citizens and a major participant
in the United States' defense efforts.
Current programs include the Navy and Air Force
A-7 Corsair 1, the new low-level, close support
light attack aircraft; SCOUT launch vehicle for I

-

NASA, DOD and AEC; XC-142A, the world's most
successful V/STOL; ADAM II, a future generation V/STOL and many others.
LTV Aerospace programs... programs of today
and better tomorrows. . . challenge the imagina-

tion of engineers and create diversified career
positions. Ask your Placement Office, then see
our representative when he visits your campus.
Or write College Relations Office, R O. Box 5907,
Dallas, Texas 75222. An equal opportunity
I employer
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witz '67, Chuck Sieber '69, Pete
--4
DiGiovanni '67, and Ron Kado- c
miya '67 ran of with the bowling
competition as they took the team
event with a total of 2807 over
m
their closest opponent Lowell -<,
Tech with 2640. In the doubles
event Strong and Sieber squeezed
in with a pair of triples to edge
out the University of Rhode Island 1142 to 132. Chuck Sieber
placed second in the singles competition with a strong 598 to Bosco
ton University's 605. The All- -o
Events competition was captured -<
by Carson Strong as he carried -o
9 pins on his fial roll to edge
out URI 1721-1719 in the 9 game
total.
Sweep Ping-Pong
Lim-Ming Chui, the present
NCAA New England Champion,
swept every game in the pingpong singles competition and will
probably be competing in the National Tournament this spring.
The MIT Doubles team won their
competition but were subsequently disqualified for changing a
team member during the process
of a game.
Frank Pompei drew a bye into
the semifinals of the 3-Cushion
Carom Billiard competition and
defeated URI 25-23 to go into the
finals. In the final match Pompei
was beaten 25-21 by Boston University.
MIT's Pocket billiards chanmpion, Doug Friedman, made the
semifinals match by up-ending
BU 75-45. In the semifinal match
Doug faced the Regional Champion of last year from the University of Maine. After playing
even for three innings, the defending champion made a run of
40 balls to e*sentially sew up the
match. The final.score was 75-46.

A strong MIT contingent came
close to sweeping every event in
the New England Regional Games
Tournament held last Saturday at
Bostonr University. In MIT's first
full competition in the tournament
sponsored by the Association of
College Unions International, the
bowling team took first place in
team, doubles, and AU-Events
and second place in the singles
competition; the ping-pong team
took first place in the singles
event but was disqualified from
the doubles competition after
winning the event; the bridge
team won first, second, and -third
places in the East-West section of
the par tournament competition;
Frank Pompei '70, made the
finals of the 3-Cushion Carom
Billiards tournament; and Doug
Friedman '67 made it to the semifinals of the Pocket Billiards
Tournament.
Carson Strong '68, Dick Brono-
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These TWO
Student Questio
Robert W. Galvin, Motorola Inc.

James Hill, Harvard

:LWi[ ARE THERE SO FEW
TRAINING
VNANAGE ENT
PROGRAMS OP~~
-oWHAT D~]£
~uEN$

-'lJ~EEF

C FAT V TY ?'Dear Mr. Hill:
The questions in the heading above seemed to me
to be two of the basic concerns of your last letter.
Xhey are interrelated. Let's take them in order:
1. Management training programs. At one extreme,
there are companies with no planned training

programs at all. These firms hire men
specific functions for which previous
fitted them. In doing these jobs, they
the-job training in the normal course

principally for
experience has
receive onof business.'

At the other extreme are companies which have
such elaborate and lengthy programs that one of the
other students writing these open letters with me
feels: ". . . they drag on for. . . even years."
Most companies fall between these two poles-and
the number of corporate training programs has
doubled in the last ten years. The training goal is to
help a student develop his talents best in the
shortest time. Most progressive companies continue
this training through all levels of employment. The
day a businessman stops learning is the day he may
stop being a successful businessman.

Mobil Oil, and Olin Mathieson, for example, provide
students with well-defined and meaningful jobs,
accomplish definite objectives for the companies,
and give the student a good taste of what the
company and business are like.
A personnel manager in a leading Chicago bank, who
also worked with an airline and a food processor,
answered a question like yours this way: "Companies
must use the summertime these days to get to know
a student and to have a student know them. Top
new employees are in short supply."
2. The encouragement of creativity. i touched on
this earlier (the Percy story was one example;
illinois Bell was another) but here are other specific
examples of how companies systematically try to
stimulate creative thinking among their employees.
A Wall Street Journalarticle told how companies
are "growing their own" middle and top management executives. AT&T recruits a college graduate
for executive training, gives him a year of special
training, then offers him a job that normally would
go to someone a great deal more experienced. If
he handles it well, he is on his way. The Journal
notes that, although half the recruits wash out or

a
An increasing number ofscoumpary t'ainling Jprovgrl

q~iti

do include young men who are not yet regular or
full-time employees. Summer jobs in business
might once have been seen by a student chiefly as
a way to make some money and by a company
chiefly as a way to obtain temporary "fill-in" help to
replace vacationing employees. Not today. Summer
training programs at AT&T, First National City Bank,

responsibility'definitely raises trainee morale.
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U.S. Rubber uses an "early identification program"
to "grow" its executives. Each -divisional manager
annually lists men of management potential-as
many as they wish below the age of 28, not more
32,
and28 and 30,5 between 30
than 10 between

and 3 between 32 and 35. Each of these men is
"kept current" and important job openings arei
first from the group.
Wh.en you cnsidenr that DuPont, for examnle,
estimates that someone is promoted every 10
working minutes, you can see how importantit
to a company-even from a completely self-ore
viewpoint-to encourage its employees to deve
creativity and know-how and to put these newll
developed assets to work as productively and as
quickly as possible.
-Robert WN. Galvin
Chairman, Motorola Inc.

tPJBIRePlt65SI

BU8SNESS AND YOU
This open letter about business is writte
to one of six student
by a businessman:
correspondents on six different campuS
beil
8It is the tenth in a continuing serie
published in 29 student newspapers acr
the country.
James Hill is a student at Harvard. Robe
Galvin is chairman of Motorola Inc. If y(
have comments or questions, write
MPr. Galvin at 9401 West Grand Avenue,
Franklin Park, llinofs 60131.
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Har vard third

Yale

e elta s

The MIT Gymnastics Club was
defeated by Yale last Saturday by
a score of 117-99. High scorer for
the meet was Yale's fine allaround man, Mike Garvel, who
scored 44 points, including 2 first
places. Tech's top men were Phil

-I

nias

s,,

Miller '70, who had 1 first place
for 20 points, and Dick Hood '70,
whose 2 second places accounted
for 20 points. The Yale coach is
Don Tonry, member of the 1960
Olympic Team and holder of several NCAA titles.

--
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w1-9 Canmel defeats squidlers
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I

in second annual contest

The loss brought Tech's record
to 2-2. The next meet for the
gymnasts is tomorrow at Plymouth State College in New
Hampshire. Next Saturday, the
squad faces a tough Dartmouth
team at Dartmouth.
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MIT finished second in a triangular tiddly-winks match held
Saturday at Burton House. Cornell
won the match, which lasted
seven hours, with 1501/2 points, to
Tech's 130 and 551/2 for Harvard.
Eight 30-minute games were
played, but intermissions and
other delays accounted for the
length of the contest. The Tech

I8

Training offered
by firearms club
The MIT Pistol and Rifle Club
has announced a new rifle training program starting March 1.
The new progam will be open
to all old and new club members
who do not regularly compete on
MIT teams. Registration is open
to all members of the MIT comI munity, both students and staff,
who are c'ub members. However,
.I because of a limited number of
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ment, enrollment in the course
will be limited to twenty people.
The objectives of the course will
be three-fold: (1) to qualify new
club members for full use of the
MIT rifle range facilities; (2) to
train new club members in the
safe handling of firearms, range
procedures, and range discipline;
(3) to deveop among new club
members the basic knowledge and
skills required for marksmanship
i proficiency.
The course will be conducted
I
during four 2-hour sessions starting at 7 pm on March I and continuing on March 8, 15, and 22.
The rifle range facilities, rifles,
targets, and instructors will be
supplied by MIT and the MIT'
Pistol and Rifle Club. Interested
persons should contact Prof.
Frank Clikeman, at ext. 5296, by
February 24.
I"

waste their time at Celanese.
Our top people are never old-fashioned about any new
idea, whether it comes from middle management or
from our youngest college grad. We have a master plan
and the vitality to make it work. Marketing is way-out
and zeroed right in. Finance-.knows that we have better
things to.do with our money than let it grow barnacles...

shelled out $465 million in capital expenditures.
over the last 3 years. In the scientific department, we
combine technical insighi with an unusual grasp of
marketing dynamics.
Thinking young explains how we chalked-up one of the
most imrsPcsive norporate
rerbuilding jobs in recent
history. How we turned what was basically a one-proauct
business into a solid and diverse international corporation
dealing in chemicals, miracle fibers, plastics, paints,
petroleum and forest products. How we multiplied sales
5 fold in 10 years..How we now have 100 plants in the
U.S., Canada, Latin America, Europe, Africa and Asia.

Possibly we could afford to relax a little. But.success
makes young blood rmn even faster
Which means that the ambitious college grad couldn't
find a more provocative opportunity anywhere else in
American industry.

BARBER SHOP
S45 Tech Square
(Opposite garage in back of
East Campus)

hEs, IEs, Physicists, MBAs

"lFor thaet well groomed
look, go to Larry's

Our representative will be on your campus soon.
Contact your placement director to make an interview
nnnaintvnont
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EL 4-6165

moret

specific areas of job opportunity to Mr. J. B. Kuhn.
Manager of University Recruitment,. Celanese
Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036.
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pairings were: 1. Captain Ferdie
the Bull and Bob Henninge '69; 2.
Jeff Wieselthier '69 and David
Sheinson '69; 3. Steve Robbins '68
and Mitch Wand '69; 4. Russ
Molari '69 and Mark Drazen '69.
Cornell dominated most of the
way, not losing a game until the
match was half over. However,
Harvard did not win a game in
approximately the same length of
time. The low score of the Crimson is also partly due to the fact
that most of their players left
early and forfeited the closing
games.
The match was considered to be
better than last year's, which
was held on a smaller scale at
Cornell. Strategic moves were in
evidente_.The players tried to
squop, or land their winks on top
of another's, thereby freezing the
opponents wink. In this way, the
opponent's wink. In this way, the
pot at the end of the half-hour
time limit won the game. Plans
are now in the works to hold a
similar match next year.

Riflemen toMP W.l.;

Harantz eads scoring
Tech's varsity rifle team beat
Wentworth College, 1228-1208, Saturday at MIT. Captain Charles
Marantz '67 and Philip Rosenkranz, '67 led the scoring for the
Tech sharpshooters, with 249 and
247 respectively. Robert MacDonald '68 and Dennis Artman '68
a'so scored well, with 245 apiece
and Richard Simpson '67 made
a good showing, with 242.
Coach McLennan's team now
has a 7-4 record for the season.
They meet rival Harvard Friday,
February 24, at 6:30 at the rifle
range in duPont. -

EEN9n DeckMOM
Tuesday, February 21
v'Vres+ling (JV)-Brown, here,

LA KT'lb

0D

Accountants, Chemissts,

CD

LaJ

A Cornell player gets off a squidge in the triangi'lar tiddlywinks
match as Harvard and MIT squoppers look on. The engineers
finished second as the Cornell team proved too much. Harvard's
team was forced to leave and finished third.

7:30 pm
Squash (V)-Seton Hall, here,
4 pm
Basketball (F)-Bentley, here,
7:30 pm
Wednesday, February 22
Basketball (V)-Tufts, away,
8:15 pm
Swimming (V)-Brown, away,
8 pm
Swimming (F)--Brown, away,
6:30 pm
Fencing (V)-CCNY, away, I pm
Hockey (V)-Arnherst, away,
Squash (F)--Army, away, 10 am
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NEXT TO CUSTOMER SERVICEI'N BOK DEPARTMENT
Quality and Service is Our Byword - Patronage Refund G
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z Fresh marmen fop UMass;
6 Techmen sfill undefeated

Skiers fin sh fifth

Baia ond takes 3rd in meet

I
the foil and sabre, 7-2 and
both
Paavo Pyykkonen '67 and Pete pered by the back injury he su
By Rich Rosen
II
in
the
victory
6-3
respectively;
fered last year.
<=
Helge Bjaaland '67 took third Curtis '6 also jumped.
oepee of 6-3 was not enough to
Expect 5th in slalom
victor
cross-country
Easy
place at the Eastern intercollegii
the score, and Tech fell
balance
Results for the giant slalom asre
Saturday, MUIT won the crossate Ski Association Senior Chani16-11.
a
country with 93.5 points. The not yet in, but it is expected thaat
Bob Wallace won all three of pionships at Williams College. nearest team -was Williams with MIT finished 5th overall. In th
his contests in epee; Vince Fazio This s t r o n g showing qualifies 88.4, which is a considerable mar- giant slalom, Rik Anderson fe
ca
was 2-1 in the same division; and Bjaaland for the NCAA champion- gin of victory. Bjaaland, who had and was hurt slightly. After tha
IJan Wissmuller was 2-1 in the
event, St. Michael's College edge
ships coming up in two weeks at returned from Williams, won the
sabre.
MIT to take 4th place in the Ca:X'67
was
Dick
Haberman
event
re
>Cie
Sugarloaf Mountain, Maine. This
CIO
Cagers, racketmen win.
third, with Paavo Pyykknen 7th nival. New England College, th
The frosh hoopsters won their will be the secoind NCAA appear- and Doug Cale 0loth. The team will host school, won the meet, wit
I
contest last weekend by ance for Bjaaland,. who was elev- receive a trophy for its performn- Harvard 2nd, Yale 3rd, and thethg
seventh
al.
LU
i-I
adowning Brown 73-66. Outscored enth in the cross-countrb event at ance, and Bjaaland and Haber- St. -Michael's, MIT, and Keen
from the floor by twenty points,
the Nationals last year. He is ex- man wil get medals. In the sla- State.
Tech crushed the bigger, but
Next on the skiing calendar
even better this lom, Haberan was 22nd and Rik
slower, Brown five at the foul pected to do
Anderson '69 was 26th of 80 a dual meet with Colby this wee
line, 33-6. Steve Chamberlain led year, as the 1966 meet was held racers, but nevertheless the team end. Then, on March 3 and
-r
engineer scoring with 26 points. at high altitude in Colorado, and finished 5th. Falls hurt the team Helge Bjaaland goes to the NCA
The team record is now 7-8.
Helge had trained in the East.
considerably in this event. This- hoping to place well in the cros
The Tech squash team brought
Meanwhile, the varsity partici- year Anderson has been ham- country.
is
Istheir record to 54 on Friday as pated in the New EFngland College
Photo by Mike Venturino they defeated Trinity by that
Carnival, placing a disappointing
Ben Wilson '70 makes the turn score. Bob McKinley,
Manny 5th of 6 teams. In the jump, MIT
in the mile in Saturday's fresh- Weiss, Rod Walker, Ken Gilbert, was last, with the best jumper, gMen lookinrg for exta money
Fhamous Brands
Large Vaietman meet against New Hamp- and Skip Perkins were the engi- Bjaaland, at Williams and Hans
whor"s
would be wilingl
sel
shire. Wilson won the event.
neers responsible for the victory, Fritzvold '68 ill. Doug Cale '69
ELSIESSNWCES'
67A Mt. Aubum St., Cambridge
whiich was decided by Skip in the was the top finisher for Tech,
By Mike Schibly
TR1 6-5417
491-2842
Contacf Elsie's,
ILAB -House
Wg
_~~~~~~~~~9~ 0op. Lowell
final match.
coming in 14th of 23 competitors.
The MIT wrestlers demolished,
the Urniversity of Massachusetts
E'i'' 'Z:
last weekend 31-7 in one of the
most one-sided contests of this
season. Massachusetts, reputed to
have a fairly good team, was
able only to win one bout and
tie another as they became the
eighth victim of the Tech matmen this year.
Joe Baron started things off
P~::
for the engineers by pinning his
man in 4 minutes and 27 seconds. Pauld McCreary in the 130,+
,-.t
".' class pinn his opponent almost as swiftly, and Regan Fay,
137-lbs., won 8-1. Dean Wthealen,
145-1bs., Rick Willoughby, 152-lbs.,
and team captain Walt Price, 160lbs., were all victorious, the latter Ito by pins. Massachusetts
managed a tie against John Stempeck in the 167-lb. division and
a pin on P:-l! Malek in the 177I
lb. section, but Fred Andree finConsider a career with The new developments are constantly from most other steel companies
ished the match by pinning his
Carpenter Steel Company. Al- demanded from Carpenter metal- and devoutly wishes to remain
opponent.
though it ranks as one of the 500 lurgists and engineers to serve that-:way." This'runs the gamut
Wilson sets record
largest companies in the nation, America's most exotic industries from company profits to personal
MIT cindermen took a squeaker from New Hampshire last Satit is small enough in personnel -aerospace and electronics, to opportunities, advancements, and
f, ?,;,
urday, 57-52. Ben Wilson was by
name but two. With ordinary ton- fringe benefits. Carpenter is an
that you'll be known at all levels
far the most outstanding of the
of management by your first nage-type steels selling at about equal opportunity employer.
Tech thinclads, setting a new
We'll be on your campus shortly
name and your contributions to $140 a ton, you can quickly unfrosh record of 9:44 in the 2-mile
.'~
derstand the importance of your for interviews. Consult your
progress will be quickly recogrun' and winning the mile in 4:41.
time
for
exact
office
role in producing Carpenter placement
Bruce Lautenschlager was top
nized and rewarded.
man intfith the weight throw and
metals with a price tag averaging and date. We'd like to start callChallenges come fast and exthe shot put; John Owens .and
I ~1-1a - ,A II
'I'stYour
you
$1,500 a ton.
:m*np~
..
.a
leading
Carpenrter.As
at
citingly
'
sng sJUuy your ':""*
John Wargo teamed up for first
As "Forbes" magazine states it tell you more about the Carpenter
producer of specialty steels, inand second in the 1,000 yard run.
. . '"Carpenter-Steel is different- "difference."
novations, improvements and
Mermen now 2-5-1
The swim team fell for the fifth
time this season on Saturday,
this time to Springfield. Although
the Techren were able to turn
in good performances in several
events, they lacked the depth necessary to win the meet, and were
downed by 23 points, 59-36.
MIT was able to place first in
only three events: diving, the
200-yard butterfly, and the 400yard freestyle relay. Bob Rorschach did a brilliant job in the
diving, winning with 63.81 points,
and Jesse Heines was second.
Jim Bronfenbrenner won the 200yard Butterfly in 2:20.8; and the
IL
team of Bronfenbrenner, Kinney,
Riley and Ellison took the relay
in 3:33.8.
The swordsmen dropped a dis'tZ
appointing match to Lenox school
Just completed.. this new R & D Center in Reading, Pa., to as well as the four other Carpentermils in rBridgepout, CoVnn7.; I
I provide researchand development backup for the Reading mill Union, N.J.; North Brunswick, N.J.; and San Diego, Calif.
on the eighteenth. Tech lost in
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By Joel Hemmnelstein
Lambda Chi- Alpha retained its
intramural championship in basketball with a 34-31 victory over
a tough Sigma Alpha Epsilon
quintet Wednesday evening. The
squeaker marked the second
straight year that these two teams
met in the finals; the outcome being the same.
Though noted for their offensive
potential, both squads used slowdown tactics, always waiting for
the sure shot. Lambda Chi opened
up in the second period after a
close first quarter. Bombing from
the outside, they opened up an 1810 lead, only to see an SAE rally
cut it to 20-17 at the half.
SAE pulled closer as the third
session began and the lead 'continued to change for the rest of
the battle. Down by one with two
minutes left, LCA hurried down
court and Bruce Twickler '67, hit
to change the score for the last
time. Twickler converted two foul
shots with seconds remaining for
the final winning margin.
Fouls take toll
Fouls struck both teams hard as
Travis Gamble '67 (LCA) and Don
Rutherford '67 and Bill Dix '67
(SAE) all had to retire with five
personals.
Denny Matthies '68 again took
game-scoring honors as he popped
in seven field goals and a single
foul shot for fifteen. Gamble and
Ken Follansbee contributed ten
counterls each for the w.innin
cause while Twickler sunk eight.
AEPi upsets Burton
Alpha Epsilon Pi won itself a
rematch with Phi Gamma Delta
by upsetting Burton A, 44-41, folTlowing the ch-ampionship gamrne.
The Fiji-Pi match will determine
third place in the standings.
The Pi's, with a distinctive
height disadvantage, used finesse
and the press to' overcome the

RACKETS RESTRUNG
Service
-One-Day
1i

Tennis
& Squash Shop
67A Mt. Aubum St., C
Opp_ Lowell Houo)
TR 645417
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towering Burton boys. Playing
even until the half, the Pi's lost
ground in the third period and
found themselves down by seven
at the beginning of the final quarter.
However, frustrating the Burton attempts to get the ball over
the midcourt line, AEPi drew to
within three. Bob Akullian '69,
substituting for the absent Sam
Wilensky, stole a pass and drove
for the bucket. Gerry Banner '68
was fouled and dropped in the
go-ahead from the charity stripe,
with 55 seconds left. As the game

Basketball
MIT (V) 82, Amherst 61

MIT (¥) 33, Middlebury 19
MIT (F) 73, Brown 66
Swimming
Springfield 52, MIT (V) 43
Springfield 59, MIT (F) 36
Wrestling
MIT IVY 18, iUMiess 8
MIT (F) 31. UMass 7

Squash

MIT (V) 9, Stony Brook 0
MIT (V) 6, Trinity 3
MIT (F) 5, Trinity 4

Photo by George Flynn

Chick Chofkowski '68, Lambda
Chi, goes up for a shot against
an SAE defender in the finals
of fhe 'A' league playoffs.

---
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Springfield tops mermen;
Tech's record falls fo 6-3
By Jeff Goodman

closed, Atkulan converted for two

more free throws and the final
tally, 4441.
Banner starred again with seventeen points. He was joined for
the scoring leadership by Burton's
Marc Karnmerdiner '67, Marc Seelenfreund '68 and Lee Icerman
'67 followed Kammerdiner's lead
with eight and twelve markers,
respectively. Herb Finger '68, hit
for seven for the AEPi's.
In the intramural basketball
standings, NRSA and Burton
battffled for fifth place Sunday. Phi
Delta Theta nipped the Betas by
two points to gain the seventh
place berth.
The Fiji's earned the right to
vie for third place by defeating
NRSA. PGD obviously down after
petition in the first divisions.
On Tuesday night at 8 the hockey play-offs will begin. The tournament will consist of sixteen
teams. Theta Chi is the top seeded
team, followed by Burton "A,"
SAE, ZBT, NRSA, Lambda Chi
Alpha, DU and Delta Tau Delta.

Final score, 53-42

Tech's mermen lost to a spirited Springfield College team .5342
last Saturday at Springfield's 23
yard pool.
Luis Clare '69, Larry Prestor,
'68; Steve Mullinax '69, and John
McFarren '68 dropped the 400
yard medley relay to a 3:52.6 SC
relay team. Had they won, the
outcome of the meet could have
been radically changed, but the
Beavers were never able to
catch the Springfield swimmers.
In the 200 yard freestyle, SC's
Hart edged Lee Dilley '69 in
1:54.6 a few tenths better than
Dilley's best time. Mike Crane
'67 won the 60 yard freestyle to
give the engineers a first. In the
160 yard, I. M. Olsen placed first
with Clare and Bill Stage '69,

their narrow loss to SAE, jumped
to an early lead and maintained it
throughout the conflict.
Intramural manager Herb Finger announced the end of the two-three.
Gentry cops diving
tournament was in sight. Wednesday the third and fourth positions
Dan Gentry '68 put on another
will be determined ending con- show to win the diving from SC's
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Preston wins breaststroke
Perhaps the only one who en-

joyed the 20 yard pool, as opposed to a standard 25 yard one,
was Larry Preston who used it
to record his fastest time of the
year in the 200 breaststrokeclocking a 2:25.4 for the 20 yard
varsity record.
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Killington offers varietyfor all skiers
By Ted Nygreen
Killington Ski Area, in central
Vermont, offers a rich assortment
of every type of skiing for every
type of skier.
Vital Statistics
-

Rising from a base elevation of

2200 feet, this "snow bowl," a
ring of five mountains, boasts of
a good skiing season often as
long as November to May. With a
peak 4,241 feet high, it is easily
the largest in Southern New England.

There are now 12 lifts serving
the 34 trails and slopes, but on
holiday weekends when crowds
universally inundate the slopes,
even Kil ington is not imm,,_ne to
those annoying lines.
The price is $7 per day, every
day of the week. The drive is 150
miles, usually 31/2 hours. Killing-
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Donnelly and Walsh. Dilley broke
up a one-three Springfield finish
in the 200 yard butterfly, with
Sbrega setting the pace with a
2:08.5 clocking.
Luis Clare swam second behind Shea with Constantine third
in the 200 yard backstroke.
Springfield's Hart, holder of the
New England 500 yard freestyle
swim record won his event in
5:07.7 a few tenths off his record, with Tech's Dave Benbasset
'68 in second, forty seconds behind. After this event SC clinched
the meet, the score being 49-30.

ton's as far as I would go for one the mid station of the large chairlift at an unbelievable 45 degrees;
For the Novice
the East Fall which drops off
With the growth of this relative- from the Glades pomalift that
ly new area, the novice has not
been forgotten. In fact, Killington services the high altitude Glades
has probably the largest novice trails from Killington Peak.
The intermediate finds the chalarea in New England.
lenging North Star generally covThe "Snowshed," smallest of ered with advanced skiers, and
the mountains in the ring, has an the myriad of intermediate trails
excellent beginner and practice weaving down from the other two
area, stretching gently down the major peaks, Snowdon and Ram's
three-quarter mile hillside with Head, are often more than frightsnow-making equipment to keep
ening for the non-expert.
it in the best shape.
Kilington overall
Recent blasting has widened the Advertising as a family area,
area to meadowike proportions, Killington even provides a nursand the installation of the third
ery for children while their pardouble chairflift now insures super ents are on the slopes. Its central
,capacity.
location, unique weather condiFor the expert only: the lower tions, and wide variety of trails
Cascades which sheers off from make it a must for every skier.
day.
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Singer Company,
a threefold

4,

sales increase in 10 years,
to a billion dollars in i966,
owes much of its growth
to diversification into business
equipment, home entertainment,
instrumentafion, air

cornditining

and heating, and textile machinery.
This growth has generated numerous
,
opportunities for Electrical, Mechanical,
Industrial, Metallurgical and Textile
Engineers. The one you discuss with our
representative may be your own!
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Paul Baker
As the New England Intercollegiate Wrestling Tournament apr
proaches, the Tech engineers appear to be prime contenders. Losing
< only to Harvard and Coast Guard, their 7-2 record is one of MIT's
D l best in recent years.
Hope for engineer success lies principally with the powerful
u-_ one-two punch of Keith Davies '69 and Dave Schramm '67. Davies,
>
at 177 pounds, has been beaten only once this year in dual competi-

<

Sion.

Schranmm, a 6'2", 210 pounder, is the returning New England
heavyweight champion and plans to stretch his reign to two years.
He has wrestled twv-o seasors now without a de-feat. Such ,r-applers
as Ed Tripp '67 (123), Bill Harris '68 (130), Jack Mraxham '69 (137),
Jack Wu '68 (145), John Fishback '68 (152), Donald Pryor '68 (160),
and Julian Schoeder '67 (167) are also a formidable group, as the
O record proves. The return of injured wrestlers Gregg Erikson '69
and Henry DeJong '67 will also boost the team potential.
U
Coach Clmassey active
I
Much of the credit for wrestling success at MT lies with Coach
Wil Chassey. His latest promotions for the sport were the MIT holiday Invitational Tournament and also the East's first quadrangular
meet. Held in February of this year, the engineers were host to
Franklin and Marshall, who eventually won, Springfield, and Amherst. This meet will continue annually as a round robin tournament.
Freshman performances arz also impressive. With an 8-1 record,
they boast six undefeated wrestlers: Joe Baron (103), Paul McCreary
(130), Rick Willoughby (152), Dean Whelan (145), Walt Price (177),
and Fred Andree (unlimited). Their only loss of the year was at the
hands of Harvard. The Crimson won 18-15 on a disputed call that
could have meant a tie or win for IT.
Springfield may be 'the team to beat this year at Tournament,
with only three engineers graduating and the strong freshman team
moving up, the Springfield dynasty may soon be replaced by one of
our own.
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Engineer Keith Davies goes for
a pin against his UMass opponent. MIT beat thhe Redmen
easily, 28-8.

The varsity brought its season
record to 7-2 last Saturday as it
handed the UMass Redmen a 28-8
defeat in a home match.
Ed Tripp '67 scored the first pin
of the evening as he put Tom
LeFebvre to the mat in 3:01 of
the 123-pound contest. Bill Harris
'68 and Marc Ryerson of UMass
wrestled to a 6-6 draw in the 130pound division, and UMass put its
first victory on the board as Gene
Paltrineri scored a 6-4 decision
victory in the 137-pound class. At
145, Jack Wu '68 scored his sixth
victory of the year as he took an
easy 10-0 decision over Wayne
Duckworth. John Fishback '681
scored a close 4-2 victory over
Art Keown, making good use of
riding time points. The other Tech
defeat came in the 160-pound
match, where Chet Lubelczyk of
UMdass pulled out a close 6-4 deEriksen '69 down with him. Be- cision victory.

7 matches, flattening Greg Thornton in a quick 1:49 at 177 pounds.
UMass forfeited its heavyweight
match to New England champ
Dave Schramnm '67, bringing the
final score to 28-8. So far this season, Dave is 9-0, scoring 2 pins in
his nine matches. Only three
match points have been scored
against DaVe all season. In his
first match of the season, Dave allowed three escapes to his Boston
College opponent while piling up
16 points of his own. Keith Davies'
season record stands at 6-1, and
Jack Wu, wrestling a fine first
year as a varsity starter, sports
a 6-1 record. Other Techmen with
high winning records are Jack
Maxham '69, with a 6-2-1 tally,
and John Fishback '68, whose season record stands at 6-3.
One dual meet remains
So far this season, the Tech varsity has piled up 200 meet points,

Record now 1-5

Trackmen lose' to UNH

Skaters lose -to damllton, 7-0;
three games remain on schedule
By Jon Steele
Saturday night, the MIT skaters
played their final home game of
the season, losing 7-0 to 5mrAlton
College. D e s p i t e the lopsided
score, however, the Techmen put
on an outstanding effort against
the highly-rated Hamilton squad.
Hamilton, bolstered by a 7-5
victory over Brandeis, came onto
the ice expecting to run up the
score easily, but the Tech defensemen had different ideas.
They held tight for nineteen minutes until Hamilton's All-America
candidate Tom Wheeler connected on a slap shot from twenty
feet out. Midway in the second period Jim Goodfellow also scored
on a long shot for Hamilton.
In the third period MIT was
plagued by bad luck. At one point
Scott Rhodes '69 tripped and slid
into the cage, taking goalie Steve

fore they could untangle in the
nets MAike Bartstoff flipped in an
easy shot for the score. Ninety
seconds later Wheeler collected
his -second goal of the evening
when Eriksen's stick slipped off
the ice.

Pins clinch victory

The last three matches netted

By John Kopolow
Tech's v a r s i t y cage team
bounced back from the disappointing loss to Northeastern
last Tuesday with two impressive
weekend triumphs at the expense
of Amherst and
MIfiddlebury.
After encountering little trouble
on Friday in disposing of Amherst, 82-61, the Beavers faced
a haplesw Middlebuera
squad,

which used deliberate stalling tac-
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Against Trinity, Captain "Chye"
Tantivit '68, the number one man,
Ken Wong '68, number two man,
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man, and Jerry Hokanson '68,
number eight man, all woi 3-0.
Phil Scoggan '69, number seven
man, won 3-1 and Bob Moanson
'68, number three man won 3-2.
Pete Hurley, '68, number seven
man, Geoffrey Hallock '69, number six man, and Bill EIlin '68,
number nine man, all lost by 3-2
scores.
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Captain Chye Tantavit '67 gets
off a serve in the Stony Brook
match. He contributed one win
as the Techmen romped.
MI' varsity squash team experienced their most successful
weekend of the season, as they
handily defeated both Trinity and
Stony Brook. In the Trinity match,
which was played at Trinity on
Friday night, the Techmen conquered 6-3, while the Stony Brook
match was won by a 9-0 tally.
The team has nvow won three of
their last four matches.

In the Stony Brook match, that
was played Saturday afternoon in
duPont, there were two matches
in which the Techmen won by 3-1
scores and seven others were all
won 3-0. This is Stony Brook's first
year of competition in varsity
squash, and for a new team they
performed surprisingly well.
The Tech racketmen will go
against Seton Hall today at 4:00
in dlPont.
Upcoming this Saturday is the
last big match of the season
against Wesleyan. The engineers
are looking to beat Wesleyan in
that MIT beat Trinity 6-3 whereas Wesleyan only beat Trinity 5-4.

penair

In spite of the usual outstanding
performances in the field events,
the indoor track and field team
was handed its fifth loss i six
meets as they were downed by
UNH, 72-39. The Techmen were
set back in the scoing when they
placed only second or third in
most of the runniung events.
On the bright side, MIT took
the first Iour places im the 35 lb.
weight throv. Gordon DeWitte
'67 won with a throw of 55-11 and
was followed by Dave Osborne '67,
Art VonWaldburg '67 and Pete
Maybeck '68. Most of these men
reached new personal records.
Maybeck and DeWitte as placed
second and third in the shot put.
Von Waldburg also collected
points in the high jupnp, which he
won at 5-82. Dave Ogrydziak '68
placed second in that event. The
absence of Steve Sydoriak '68, who
was out with an injury, was felt
in the pole vault, but Jim Reid
'68 managed to take second place
Kjell Karlsrud '68 was third in the
long jump.
Don Rosenfield '69, who missed
the first part of the season, put
Tech on the scoring column in the
hurdles with a second in the highs
and third in the lows. Bob Ear.
man '67 ran the.600 iAnstead of the
1000, and pilaed second. Sam
Guilbeau '67 was second in the
thousand.
Tom Najarian '69 placed third
in the mile and Jim Yankaskas
'69 made a large improvement in
the two mile to place second with
a time of 10:01.
Next Saturday the team will
Travel to Storrs to meet UConn
for the last dual meet of the sea-

tics to keep MIT within reach. to be working at first as they
Their strategy was effective in held a 6-5 lead after 14 minutes
holding the Beavers to 33, but of play. But a Wilson free throw
host Middlebury scored but 19 tied it up, and buckets by Talus
markers in dropping their seven- and Jansson and a foul shot by
teenth contest in 18 starts this Hardt provided Tech with an 118 advantage at intermission.
year.
lMiddlebury opens up
The Engineers could not take
The second half saw the Beavlightly an Amherst five which
earlier this year upset American ers block numerous Middlebury
International, one of the too col- field goal attempts, as the hosts
lege teams in New England.At suffered through one stretch of
outset of Friday's contest, Am- 14%2 minutes without registering
herst was upset-minded once a point. With three minutes to go
MIiddleagain -as Tech had difficulty get- and MIT leading, 22-1,
ting started and- held a mere 14- bury finally opened up and hit
13 lead with 8:30 to go in the four buckets in those final minutes. However, Tech sank 9 free
first half.
Guard Roy Talus '67 then throws and a basket in that time,
giving them the 33-19 win.
spearheaded a spurt in which
The game did little f6r MIT
Tech outscored their hosts 17-8.
scoring averages. Jansson led
Talus' 8 points in thefinal 7 minboth teams with 10, Hardt and son.
utes of the half - provided Wr
Wilson. had 7 each, Ray Ferara
with a 31-21 half-time lead.
and Talus 4 each, and Bob FerMIT tough defensively
rara 1.
As has been the case all year
The Beavers have two games
long, strong defense was the
remaining on their schedule, to- R
Beavers' most effective weapon.
morrow night at Tufts and SaturThe primary factor in permitting
I
day at WPI. Victories in these
Amherst just 21 first half. points
contests would give them a 19-4
I
was the job co-captain Bob Hardt
season's record and keep them'in
I
'67 did on their leading scorer,
the running for an NCAA regionKrause. Besides blanking him in
al tournament berth. Five teams 8
the first stanza, Hardt allowed
are in contention besides MIT:
a P.
him on'y one point for the entire
Northeastern
and
Assumption ig
- m
contest.
6
(both victors over Tech bhis I;
As senior Alex Wilson scored 14 year), St. Michael's, American I
of his 19 total points, the Beav- International, and Central Con- .ci
M
ers slowly increased their lead neclicut. Normally four positions
Ilog
throughout the second half. Fol- are available, but there is a pos.fs f
lowing Wilson in the scoring col- sibility that as many as six New
umn were Dave Jansson '68 with England teams could- be given a
0
17, Hardt and Talus with 14, and berth if NCAA officials think two
m
Alec Bash '68 with 8.
are worthy of playing in the New . g8.. Rig
"
The next evening Middlebury York-Pennsylvania regiona's.
made their game plan evident
This marks the fourth straight
from the very beginning. Posting week that Tech has placed a
three men just inside the 10-sec- man on the ECAC Region 3
ond line, they dare MIT to come weekly all-star team. Wilson,
after them and payed only for Hardt, Talus and Jansson have
sure shots. The strategy seemed received the honors.

Racketmen top Trinity 6-3"1

crush Stony Brook 9-0

Photo by Mike Venturino

15 points for Tech. Julian Schroed- Art Von Waldburg '67 begins
er '69 pinned Bob Yurkus in 4:53 a toss in the 35 lb. weight
of the 167-poumd contest, and Keith throw Saturday against UNH.
Davies '69 scored his 4th pin in MIT lost the nmeet 72-39.

Cgaers win, 'weeke

allowing its opponents only 101;
The individual match record of
the team stands at 50-27-5, a 61%
total, while the pim count for the
year reads MIT 15, opponents 5.
One dual meet remains on the
schedule for the season, as Tech
will meet RPI in a home meet
Saturday, Februar
25th. After
closing out the season next week,
the varsity can look forward to
the New England championships
to' be held at Tufts Friday and
Saturday, March 3rd and 4th. The
frosh team, with six undefeated
wrestlers, figures to do well, and
the varsity has several promising
prospects for New England places
following Schramm, last year's
unlimited class champion. Jack
Wu, Keith Davies and Jack Maxham have all shown their ability
to do well against tough opponents and are looking forward to
the championship competition.
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